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VOLUME lfi

BIG RIVER IS
STILL RISING
Mississippi Flood Increasing
at Various Points.
DEATH OF COLORADO PIONEER EDITOR

The Report of a Merger to Control the New
Central Is Denied.
Washington, March 25. The river
bt Memphis has now fallen one foot
lielow the maximum. The stage Is 40.1
feet but continues to rise lelow. At
Vicksburg the stage this morning was
51.4 feet and at New Orleans 2.l. a
rise of 0.1' at each place since Tuesday
morning. The river will continue to
rise slowly at both the above named
places and the crest will probably pass
Helena about Friday or Saturday.

and rolling mills will be constructed
and operated there. Coal in abund
ance can be brought down by the Santa Fe Central from Its extensive coal
fields near Clark in the southern part
of Santa Fe county, or from the Dawson coal fields In Colfax county by the
Dawson railroad and the El Paso &
Rock Island road. New Mexican.

Big Corporation.
Philadelphia, March 25. The direc
tors of the Pennsylvania railroad tO'
DEATH OF BYERS.
day authorized an Issue of stock
Best Known Colorado Editor Diet In amounting to 33
per cent of the out
Denver.
standing stock. It is issued at $00 a
,
N.
25.
William
Denver, March
share, payable in three installments
Colorado pioneer and founder of The entire Issue amounts to about
the Rocky Mountain News, the first $83,000,000.
dally newspaper published In Denver,
died tbis morning from a paralytic
Opera House Burned.
Stroke which attacked him last Friday.
Toronto, Ont., March 25. The To
He was born February 22, 1831, in ronto opera house was burned today.
Madison county, Ohio. He came to The estimated loss was $150,000. The
Colorado in 1859 and established the fire is supposed to have originated
Rocky Mountain News. He continued from the electric lights In the box
at the head of that paper until 1878. office.
Byers was a republican and a power in
Stratton Will Case.
politics, but never held any office exColorado Springs, March 25. More
cept that of postmaster. He was married In 1854 and a wife and two chil- affidavits were filed in the famous
Stratton will case today. Examlna
dren survive.
tion of witnessss began on allegations
Merger Report Denied.
of tampering with the venire.
Philadelphia, March 25. An official
John Mclnen, of Union county, who
of the Pennsylvania company said that
that company had not entered Into a was convicted of murder and who was
to life imprisonment by
com- commuted
bine, the object of which is to secure Governor Otero, has been taken to the
control of the New York Central rail- grey institution by Deputy Sheriff R
S. Mansker, of Clayton.
road. He said:
"The story is absolutely without
foundation in fact and is wholly unROOSEVELT'S RECEPTION.
warranted. There Is nothing In it so
far as the Pennsylvania is concerned."
By-rs-

Rockefeller-Morgan-Pennsylvani-

a

Merger Rumor Denied.
Committee at Work on Arrangements
New York, March 25. President W.
H. Newman, of the New York Central
For Important Event.
railroad, in an interview today, declined to either deny or affirm the reported change of control of that road.
EVERY DETAIL BEING LOOKED AFTER.
Asked whether he is contemplating retiring from the presidency, he said:
"Certainly not. I shall not leave my
It has been decided by the commit
position, no matter into whose control te In charge of the arrangements for
the company may have gone."
President Roosevelt's reception here
on May 5, that the formal part of his
visit will occur at the Alvarado and
HEMATITE IRON ORE.
that his address will be delivered from
the front steps of the hotel.
Mr. Cheatham, manager of the Alvalarge Deposit Discovered by Prof. F. rado, was seen and Immediately con
sented to the arrangements tendering
A. Jones in Oscora Mountains.
the committee every courtesy, turning
over to them the hotel and the broad
green lawns surrounding it, the two
BRANCH
ROAD
hours the president will be In the city
TO BE BUILT.
The program is not yet entirely com
plete, but the committee having It in
At the north end of the Oscura charge are hard at work and hope to
mountains in the southeastern corner ree the way clear for a rousing recep
of Socorro county, is situated a sec- tion weeks lefore the appointed day.
tion about ten miles square wherein The place for the address having been
there are found extensive and easily decided, the minor details, such as
worked deposits of hematite iron ore music, positions in line for the veter
running about CO per cent to the ton. ans of the Grand Army or the RepubThe location Is about seventeen or lic and Spanish-AmericaWar Vetereighteen miles west of the El Paso & ans, and probably a number of other
Rock Island railway and about thirty things not yet thought of, will be eas
miles southeast of Progreso, the coun- ily arranged. The services of the First
ty seat of the new county of Torrance. regiment band will be secured. During
These deposits were discovered by the time of the president's address the
Prof, r . A. Jones, formerly director band will be stationed over the large
or tne iew Mexico School of Mines. arched gateway in front of the Alva
and now In charge of the geological rado and will render music before and
and mining census of the territory nn. after speaking.
der the direction of the geological sur
President Roosevelt will probably
vey or tne department of the Interior. be introduced by Judge B. S.
Baker
This section is known as the Jones' Crowds of people will gather on the
Iron mines and the New Mexican un- lawns and broad walks. All will be
derstands from a reliable source that able to see and hear well. The steps
all of Professor Jones' claims acquired leading to the hotel are raised so
that
by location, discovered and assessment the president will be above
the thrnnir
work have been sold and transferred On the steps with President Roosevelt
to the Colorado Fuel and Iron compa- wm De Judge B. S. Baker. Gov. E s
ny, which corporation In due time ex- Stover, Col. John Borradalle, Capt. W.
pects to run a branch railroad from E. Dame and a number of
Coyote station to these iron ore fields. committees of reception. others of the
The consideration Is believed to have
The president will be In Albuquerbeen quite handsome and will make que, between the arrival and leaving
Professor Jones, comparatively speak- ot iiis special train, about two hours
ing, a wealthy man.
and thirty minutes. It will go very
The company now has a store on the quickly. It will require forty five minpremises and Is employing from twen- utes to go over line of march as now
ty to thirty miners to do developing mapped out. The time it takes the preswork and prospecting. Whenever the ident and bis party to enter and leave
Colorado Fuel and Irou company gets their carriages, will consume at least
ready for active business. It can safe thirty minutes. His address will not
ly lie asserted that a large and pros- - j be long, probably twenty minutes. The
l;eiuu .mums camp win ensue, anu remainder of the time will be all too
that, more than probable, foundries short for moments lost here and there.
n
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It is suggested

by the committee

that all the houses along the line of

march be decorated with patriotic colors.
The Italian band of this city have
tendered their services toward the entertainment of the presidential party
free of charge.
GIVEN

CAPITA

COMBINE

Manufacturers Combine Against
Organized Labor.

OVATION.

Mitt Rootevelt

Given Grand Reception
in Porto Rico.
San Juan, P. R., March 25. There

was a grand reception at the theater
here yesterday evening under the
auspices of the citizens' committee, In
honor of Miss Alice Roosevelt, following an elaliorate display of fireworks
on the plaza which lasted until 1)
o'clock, and was witnessed by Miss
Roosevelt, who received a tremendous
ovation from the people gathered on
the plaza and on the roofs of houses.
One of these pieces, representing
President Roosevelt, was twenty-fivfeet high. The interior of the theater
was decorated profusely and displayed
the word, "Welcome," formed of electric lights. Miss Roosevelt spent two
hours shaking hands. She will leave
for the Interior today, accompanied by
Governor and Mrs. Elizabeth Hunt,
Thomas Hunt, the governor's brother,
and Mrs. Thomas Hunt, Miss Beatrice
Buck, the governor's ward and Secre
tary Bliss. The party will be away
four days and will visit Cayey, Pone,
Mayaguez and the intermediate towns,
as well as the principal sugar estates.
The inhabitants of Ponce have planned
a big reception for Miss Roosevelt.
e

W. M. Bell has been appointed agent
for the New York Life Insurance company, with office at Las Vegas. He
will move his family there.

KELLY ACQUITTED.

COUNCIL

NATIONAL

Sharp

Fall

OF

In Consuls

on

WOMEN

London

Stock Enchange.
CASTRO

HIS

WITHDRAWS

Chicago, March
good authority

23.

RESIGNATION

It is learned on

that when the National

Association of Manufacturers meets In
annual convention In New Orleans
next month a plan will lie proposed for
welding all the leading manufacturers
of the United States into one formidable organization in order that they may
more effectively act together In common defense against the demands and
encroachments of trades unionism.
The movement was given birth at the
convention of the association ueld In
Indianapolis last year and since that
time the chief promoters have been
actively engaged in propagating the
idea among the manufacturers and
business men of the country until now
it is believed that the scheme has
made sufficient progress to be launch
ed fairly and squarely on the sea of
public opinion. The association is
much encouraged in its endeavors
along this line by the success that at
tended its efforts to defeat in the last
session of congress the two pet meas
ures of the labor lobby, the eight-houand
bills.
For more than a year President
Parry of the association has been In
cessantly at work urging the manufac
turing interests to get vvtj er to eon- bat the
menacing attitude of
the trades unions. At intervals he has
visited Chicago, New York and other
Industrial centers and advocated before meetings of commercial men the
scheme ot federation that he has undertaken to push through. That his
endeavors have not been fruitless is
evidenced by the fact that the employers of this city have lately combined
to fight the labor organizations and
still more recently the Iron and steel
manufacturers of the country have
combined for united action against the
demands of the structural ironworkers''
unions. Persons who see below the
surface of things are convinced that
the approaching New Orleans gathering will see perfected a defensive organization
employers that in
of
strength and numbers will be fitted to
wage a fight to a finish against organized labor. That the latter is not blind
to its impending danger is shown by
the fact that measures are being taken
in all haste to heal the differences between various unions, to combine tbo
smaller and weaker organizations into
stronger bodies and in short to mar'
shal the labor forces into one solid
army for the coming battle.
r

Man Charged With Counterfeiting Is
Found Not Guilty.
OTHER 6RAND JURY CASES.

The first case of the present term of
that of the United
John Kelly, charged
with passing counterfeit money, resulted iu an acquittal. John Kelly and
Harry B. Tutwller were indicted the
day following their arrest on the
charge of counterfeiting.
Kelly was arraigned yesterday afternoon. Attorneys Childers and Medler
prosecuting and Attorney Wllkerson
defending.
Witnesses called by the United
States were Luke Walsh, F. G. Pratt,
W. J. Johnson and Officer Knapp. It
was shown by the prosecution that
Kelly had been at the White Elephant
and St. Elmo, and the coin had been
passed back twice before it was accepted by Walsh at the Metropolitan.
The attorney for the defendant called
as witnesses Tutwller, Gayhardt, W.
C. Mason and others.
The evidence
given went to prove that the men were.
too drunk to know what they were doing, and If the money was passed back
they would have never thought about
it being bogus. He showed that the
bartender who had returned It did not
say It was bad aud also tried to prove
that Kelly was not concerned handling
the money in the St. Elmo.
Mr. Wilkerson made a strong plea
for the defendant, and is to be complimented upon winning a case where
the evidence seemed to be strongly
against the man.
The jury returned the verdict this
morning and this afternoon the case
against Harry B. Tutwller, charged
with attempting to pass counterfeit
money will be tried. If the same evidence is presented by each side he
will undoubtedly be acquitted, as he Is
only charged with attempting to pass
the money. The case will be tried at
2 o clock and it is possible
that the
jury will act on it today.

district court,
States against

Grand Jury Report.
Albuquerque, March 24, 1S03.
To the Hon. B. S. Baker, judge of the
district court.
We, the United States grand Jury for
the present March term of court, to
inquire into offenses against the laws
of the United States, have concluded
our labors and respectfully submit our
final report:
We have been in session and act
ually engaged in the investigation of
matters coming before us, every day
of the present term, during which
time we have considered eight causes,
in six of which we have found Indictments and in one of which we return
"no bill," being a case in which the
defendant is no- in custody.
e desire to express our apprecia
tion of the courtesy with which we
have been treated and the conduct of
our labors by your honor and by the
officials of the court and now atk to
-

(Continued on page four.)
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SUSPECT

SENTENCED.

Montano Gets Fifteen Days for Suspicious
WAS

A

SANTA

Actions.
FE EMPLOYE.

Florenclo Montano. a former em
ploye about the Santa Fe store house,
wno was arrested yesterday morning
by Santa Fe Officer W. B. Hubbell,
was given a hearing this morning beJ
fore Judge Crawford.
Montano was not able to give an account of his suspicious actions and
was sent over to the county Jail for fif
teen days.
Although the boy had strongly denied having stolen anything, and the
officers with the search warrant had
been unable to find anything at his
house, the fact that he had been seen
on the night of February 14 with a five
Rallon can of oil in his possession in
the rear of the oil house, where he
had no business, led to suspicion. As
soon as he saw the officers coming un
the tracks he set the can down and
went into the oil house,
The officers did not arrest him at
that time, as thev had their eyes on
Mares whom they had susplcloned,
and was laying low to get the man
who was making tli- big steals. Mares
was clever at hiu work and it was
some time before tin-- were able to
latch him in the act.
Montano could in no way be con- netted with teh stealings of Marca
but his actions looked suspicious. Out
of consideration fur his mother, of
-

whom he Is the sole support, the Judge
made the sentence as light as possible.

The officers will keep up their work
of searching until they are sure they
have" all the men who have been landing heavily on the Santa Fe supplies.
The case of Justo Mares Is up before
the territorial grand Jury today, and
It an Indictment is returned he will
undoubtedly be tried today.
COUNCIL

OF WOMEN.

Meeting of American Woman Suffrage
Association at New Orleans. New Orleans, La., March 25. The
American Woman's Suffrage association, which has been in session here
for a week, concludes Its business today and makes way for the National
Council of Women, which will begin a
big convention tomorrow. For several
days the hotel registers have been filling with the names of women who
come from nearly every state and territory of the union, and whose deeds
in their respective fields of activity
are known throughout the world. The
visitors represent more than a score
of national societies with an aggregate
membership of 1,200,000 women, the
largest representative organization in
the world. Susan B. Anthony, Mary
Lowe Dickinson, May Wright Sewall,
Fannie Humphreys Gaffney, Hannah
G. Solomon, Mrs. Lillian M. Holllster
and Rev. Anna Shaw are some of the
leading spirits ot the organization and
all are expected to le present tomorrow when the gathering Is formally
opened. The proceedings will cover
three days and judging from the Interesting program arranged and the large
attendance of prominent women the
meeting will be the most notable In the
history of the council.

LIVEL Y FIGHTING
IN SAN DOMINGO
Revolutionists Attack Town
of San Carlos in Force
BRITISH OFFICER

COMMITS SUICIDE

Governor Peabo'dy of Colorado Trying to
Prevent the Shutting Down of Mines.
San Domingo, Republic of Santo Domingo, Tuesday, March 24. The Inhabitants of this city were again
thrown into a state of alarm this after
noon by the fact that further fighting
!s taking place at San Carlos, near
here. A commission has left Santa Domingo for Azura and Bahla Honda on
the war ship Independence in order
to brlns about the surrender of those
places. The warship, Colon, has left
here for San Pedro de Macorls In order
to compel that town to surrender.
Commits Suicide.
London, March 25. The Evening
News announces that Major General
Sir Hector McDonald, commanding the
British forces in Ceylon, against whom
charges based on Immoral acts were
filed some time ago, committed suicide
today by shooting at a hotel at Paris.
COLORADO

LABOR TROUBLES.

SANTA FE OFFICIALS.

lar with the points of the game.
In 181)3, at Hanover, Grant county,
Joreph Loeper shot and killed Frank
Jackson. The trail of the murderer
took place at Silver City, and Loeper
was sentenced to the penitentiary at
Santa Fe for a period of forty years.
The killing was the result of a very-bitte-r
quarrel between the two men.
and Loeper was quicker with the gun.
It is now said that there were extenuating circumstances leading np to the
killing, and that certain friends of Loeper are Interesting themselves toward
securing a pardon for him.
At the Faywood hot springs, ladies,
who desire to visit the resort and get
relief through the hot baths, can be
accommodated just as well as the men.
Their wants are looked after by a Mrs.
Gates, who has been housekeeper at
the hotel for the past throe years. She
came to the springs from Wells, a
small town in Minnesota, and has a
thorough knowledge of attending to
ladies suffering with rheumatism and
other ills.

Governor Trying to Prevent Closing of
Cripple Creek Mines. .
Denver, March 25. The governor's
Leave on a Tour of Inspection of the commission left this afternoon for ColBURDICK INQUEST."
orado Springs and Cripple Creek In
Rio Grande Division.
the hope of averting a general shut Murder Case at Buffalo Being Thordown ot the mines of the gold camp.
oughly Investigated.
The situation at Colorado City remains
Buffalo, March 25. District . Xttot-ue- y
the same. At Cripple Creek the clos
WILL VISIT EL PASO.
Coatsworth aald today that be exing down ot the Elkton mine gave cur pected to wind up the inquest in the
rency to alarming rumors.
Burdick murder by noon tomorrow.
General Manager H. U. Mudge, Gen
A. A. Staab, a wealthy merchant of Tne hearing will be resumed tomorrow
eral Superintendent D. E. Cain. Chief Santa Fe, and father of the promising morning.
Engineer W. B. Storey, C. M. Taylor, young attorney, Julius Staab, Is In the
"Have you discovered any new evi
superintendent of machinery of the city.
dence?" he was asked.
western grand division, and II. C.
"We have brought out at this inquest
Phillips, the newly appointed civil eneverything that we have," he replied.
INTERESTING
ITEMS.
gineer of the western grand division
"Nothing of Importance has developed
of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe,
lately that we did not know before the
arrived from the north this morning
Inquest began."
on a special train. They were met
Mr. Coatsworth said that he knew
A Colorado Miner's Opinion-Bas- ket
here by Superintendent J. F. McNally
nothing concerning a plot alleged to
and Immediately left fur n trip on the
have been concocted by Pennell to en
Ball Ladies Indignant.
Rio Grande division. The rpeclal which
trap Burdick by using a woman as a
carried them was made up of Mr.
lure and thereby prevent Burdick from
Mudge's, Mr. Cain's and Mr. McNal-ly'- s
pressing the divorce suit against his
WANT MURDERER PARDONED.
cars, and was pulled by light enwife.
gine No. 82.
A. R. Gibson, the mining man and
No. 82 is the engine which suffered
promoter of the tent city, a promising
a few Injuries a few days ago at Lamy Special Correspondence.
Southern New Mexico, March 24.
suburb of Santa Fe, Is in the city. He
while pulling a special carrying the
brass cellars that vlBlted here on Mon- One of oldest residents of this section Is accompanied by his family.
of New Mexico, W. B. Holman, died at
day.
While here Engineers Storey and the mining town of Flerro the other
Joseph's
Philips niade some measurements of day. He was about 78 years of age,
the platform of the Alvarado station and had resided In this section for
years. His wife died
For what purpose cannot be learned, about twenty-sibul it is conjunctured that the meas some years ago, but several children, j Ladies in Charge Select Officers to
urements taken wjll have something all grown, are left to mourn his death,
J. J. Smith, a well known mine ex
Make Preparations.
to do with the platform of the new
depot now being built at San Marctal, pert of Colorado, is stopping for a
or else the new union depot to be built few days at the Faywood hot springs.
Mr. Smith has been examining some
TO BE NELO AFTER
at El Paso.
It Is also thought that these officials mines on the Mimbres for Colorado
are now en route to El Paso, where capitalists, and it will depend upon bis
The ladies in charge of the arrange
they will attend a union depot con- report whether or not Colorado money
will get Interested In mining down ments
ference.
for the bazaar for the benefit of
this way. Mr. Smith said be found
SLUMP IN MARKET.
some good properties good ore pro- of the St. Joseph's sanitarium to be
given after Eastef, completed the list
Fall in Price of Consols on London ducers when further developed, but he
great
one
found
fault
holders
are
the
of officers, who are to Lave charge ot
Stock Exchange.
London, March 25. The chief feat- holding them at fabulous figures; they Jthe various booths, last night.
ure of the transactions on the stock" have not the means to develop the
The )adlcs ehosen for the respectexchange today wm the continued mines themselves, but still they keep
selling of consols, which showed a out capital by attempting to squeeze ive offices, are known as ).'K'0 of
further sharp fall. During the morn- people who are anxious to get inter- ability, who will render the affair a
ing consols fell to 90, and even a shade ested in New Mexico mines. He also grand success. The officers are as
below that figure. There was practic- said that these facts have kept capital follows:
President, Mrs. Geo. W. Harrison;
ally no home support, the continent out of this territory, and ii eonse.
buying in small lots. The possibility quence New Mexico is known oittside v.ce president. Mrs. E. L. Medler; sec
of consols being in the eighties has of its confines as a place where more rotary, Mrs. Jesse Miller; assistant
created consternation, not only among wildcat schemes are fostered and plac secretary, Mrs. Jaffa; second vice presspeculators and investors, but in the ed upon the market than real, genuine ident, Mrs. Noa llfeld; treasurer, Mrs.
VV. J. Johnson.
great banking interests. Should con propositions.
It Is learned that the ladles of the
The booths and the ladies In charge
sols go down to and remain below 90
every British bank will be obliged to basket ball team of Silver City are are as follows:
Domestic Booth Mrs. D. A.
re organize its reserve and get out new not very much in love with the Albu
assisted by Mrs. T. J. Shinick,
balances upon a fresh basis. Such a querque umpire and referee In the re
contingency,
serious
however, Is cent game with the Deming basket Mrs. Sol Luna, Mrs. Walter Connell,
ball team, and some say, with consid Misses Blake, Leila Armljo aud Anita
scarcely believed possible.
erable emphasis, that neither knew Armljo.
the simplest rule of the game. It Is
Withdrew His Resignation.
Handkerchief
Department
Caracas, Tuesday, March 24 After evident, from w hat your correspondent
Harry Strong and McClerken.
reading his special message to con- naa learned at a distance of twenty
Doll Booth Mrs. F. A. Murphy, asgress today General Castro withdrew five miles from Silver City, that the sisted by Mesdaiues llartch and Ting-lehis resignation of the presidency of two young men from Albuquerque,
and Misses N'orris and Geliski.
who essayed to officiate as umpire and
Venezuela.
Candy Booth Mrs. J. H. O'RIelly,
leferee, would be wise to keep as far assisted by Misses Moore, Irene Saint,
New Scandinavian Liner.
away from Silver City as possible, as Louise Saint. Jeanette Walton,
Stella
Copenhagen. March 25. The Scan the ladies of the basket ball team
and lCwiuson, Wiucheck and Walsch.
dinavian-Americaliner Helllg Olaf, a their admirers are not In a frame of
Lady Bountiful Mrs. H. Lee. Mrs.
new steamer of 10,000 tons, sailed to mind to bo pleasant to
one. Dobson, Misses Mabel Hunt and Alma
day on her first trip to New York. The They have the friendliest either
feeling toHelllg Olaf replaces the Oscar 11., ward the Deming young ladies, and liosenwald.
Table Miss Moore, Mrs. Gat- which was badly damaged on her east- hope to meet them at some future lin.Card
ward trip last month and which is laid time, when the umpire and referee will
Cozy Corner Mrs. Prestel, Mrs. Jas
up at Glasgow undergoing repairs.
Lo officials who are thoroughly fainil- - Carroll.
--
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If anybody Is Rick Hi your liouso, that mnkosit nil Uip mote
that you nhould come here for the medicines which your doctor
The mnikets of the world do not afTordlpurer drujrs than we
Our stock of

imi'GS and

SUNDKIE.S

b. ii. BRiaas
CORNER GOLD

urn

; r.u tr

co.,

&

PROPS. ALVARADO

and in need of
a tonic. Most

m

i wa

does in t h e
Spring. Take
an occasional
doso of

tone up Ihe
system, cure

FIRST STREET

liratlachr.
Heartburn,
Indigestion,

l.lvtr

HUGHES

Daify

and

UNIONtLABEL
Aaeoclated Prese Afternoon Dispatches
Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Terms of Subscription.
Copies of this pnprr mny lip found on
In the ollloe of our
flic at Washing-tolipttclal correspondent. K. O. Sissers, li
Washington
tr-0. C.
W.,
N.
K
$6. 00
year
one
mall,
Dally, by
3.0(
fiaiiv I. v mull, nix months
l.oO
months
lally, by mall, three
by mall, one month
if
75
rjLiTler.
one
month
lteliv. hv
2.00
Weekly, by mall, per year
In
delivered
The Dull Citizen will be
24 cents per
the city at the low rateperof month,
when
week, or for 75 centa
nWl monthly. These rates are less than
paper
In
the ter
thorn If any other dally

ney

an "Indlgnntion"

chronic

kicker

t he republican patty

of this city and
county is In no humor to be dictated to
by a lot of kickers, who at no time
have been true to the party.
5a

KotiKhly sneaking, Germany has 1,- persons who may be called million

aires, according to American siunu-ards- .
There are but two who possess
or more, which shows how
$.1,ii(i,0
far behind they are, compared with the
United States.
Tree planting time is at hand and
the public spirited citizen who has the
interest of the community at heart will
not let it pass without putting out
some trees or shrubbery to beautify
his own place and to add to the appear
ance of the city generally.

and KU

complaints

meeting, which was

a complete failure, it has been
not propose to be ing that The Citizen Is losing

Publishers

Published Daily and Weekly.

n

of the most dreaded of diseases preva
lent in highly civilized countries.

The sorlalsts do
swallowed up by the
Editor movement.
and City Editor

A McCREIGHT.

Thou. JTti;h'S ... '.'.Mgr.
W. T. McCrelght.

ifufi)

It

1

liyap-pv-

JfcJbuqufrriue

the

Hitters.

will purify
t h e b o o d,

PHARMACY

AVE.

everybody

3&

is full and complete.

well with humor, but It contained some

You feel
Run Down

assertall Its

patronage, which is absolutely false.
The Citizen Is doing a better business
right now thnn ever before in Its history, and It will continue right along
defending the republican party from
the assaults of such traitors as the
people connected with the Democrat.
The Citizen has urged equalizing the
taxes In this city upon all occasions.
It Is a well known fact that the Democrat changed Its politics a few years
ago with the hope of getting immunity
from taxation for the corporations that
Every one of
the sheet represents.
the speakers on the platform at the
"indignation" meeting are tax dodgers
of the worst sort, and we insist that
the good government league look
carefully over the tax schedules of
these gentlemen, and that exact, even
Justice be meted out to them.
This paper is for good government,
honest elections and equal taxation,
nd the republican party of this county
s In position to give these boons to
the people.

terrible truths.
The Judges, Messrs. J. 8. Stlngle, 8.
II. Gillette, and E. W. Dobson, found
It somewhat difficult to decide who
should be awarded the prizes, as all
the seven contestants were deserving,
but by following the rules the decisions were accordingly.
The literary program was rendered
more Interesting and the tiring element was eliminated by several well
selected musical numbers. A piano
solo by M1b8 Rose Huntzlnger was well
received, and Miss Grace Houghton's
weet and captivating voice delighted
the audience.
The Italian song by Miss Welsh, of
Denver, who has a soprano voice of re
markable sweetness, was received with
enthusiasm, and she responded to the
ncore with the lullaby, "Sleep, Little
Haby of Mine."
Those who heard
Miss Welsh's voice last night were
pleased with the songs she sang, and
hope to have the pleasure of hearing
her again.
The contestants for the Demorest
medal took pnrt in a pantomime which
was the closing scene. The young
ladles, robed in white, their graceful
gestures forming a strong contrast to
the dimly lighted church, moving and
acting to the song of "Massa's in the
Cold, Cold Ground.'' sang by a quartet
invisible to the audience.
The ladles of the Woman's Christian
Temperance union deserve the highest
praise in the work they are doing, and
methods of reaching the people.

Ayers
Sarsaparilla
Your grandmother's doc
tor ordered it for your

It's the same

father.

old Sarsaparilla today.
Tested and tried for 60
years. If constipated,
use Ayer's Pills; gently
laxative, purely vegetable.
I.
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Harry Oscar Northrup and Mies
Grace Viola Jones, were married at
Las Vegas yesterday. The bride is a
daughter of Mr. Harris, of the Meadow
city, and the groom Is from
PROFESIONAL

J.

CARDS

DENTISTS.
Edmund J. Alger, U.

Ellis MacDougall,

D. D.

CATARRH

'

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

8.

N. T. Armljo building, room 2. Office
hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p.
m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made by
ma)'. Automatic 'phona 157; Old

Nasal

M. flOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1886.)

O. S.
Office hours, 8:80
36 Rnllrond avenue.
a. mil to 12:30 d. m.; 1:30 p. m. to 6 p. m.
G2.
Telephone
Appointments made by
man.

Crip Kemedies in Great Demand.
When colds and grip are prevalent
the quickest and surest remedies are in 'phone 62.
geat demand. Mr. Joseph D. Williams,
LAWYERS.
The new immigration law protects
of McDuff, Va., says that he was cured
Bernard C. Rodey
skilled labor In the United States and
of a very deep and lasting attack of la
Albuquerque, N.
its possessions by prohibiting the Imgrippe by using Chamberlain's Cough ATTORNEY-AT-LAM. Prompt attention srtven to all business
ritory.
portation save In cases where "labor TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY Remedy after trying several other pre pprtalnlng to
the profession. Will pracand beof like kind, unemployed, cannot be Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets, parations with no effect. For sale by tice In all courts of the territory
fore the United States land office.
found in the country." It is also made All druggists refund the money If it all druggists.
Ira M. Bond
a violation of law for an employer to falls to cure. B. W. Grove's signature
o
ATTORNEY-AT-LA42 F street N. W.,
Police Jottings.
promise employment in the United is on each box. 25c.
Washington E. C. Pensions, lands, pat
Loyd White, whose appearance does ents,
States through advertisements in for- copyrights, cavlats, letters patent,
not in any respect correspond with his trade marks, claims.
Making Assessment.
Ign pulilicatiogs.
George F. Albright, the newly ap back name, had a lovely time fighting
William D. Lee
pointed assessor for this county, may booze yesterday, and had a case of tan ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, room 7, N.
TRADE AT HOME.
glefoot on the street. It seems that T. Armljo building. Will practice In all
court
office
in
the
be
his
found
at
year
when
This is the time of the
house, ready to receive the tax re- the Judge happened to see his public the courts of the territory.
raveling fakirs come into the city urns. He will visit all the precincts performance, doing the nuisance stunt
R. W. D. Bryan
and county and propose to sell you
Albuquerque, N.
shortly to receive the on the street and showed no mercy to ATTORNEY-AT-LAThe Democrat entered upon a per- something and have it sent you from of the county
his tale of woe this morning. "Ten M. Office, First National Bank building.
sonal war, and now whiues that it is Kansas City, Chicago or St. Louis. tax returns of the people.
days on the street," said the Judge
Frank W. Clancy
being abused.
They try to Impress upon you that you
rooms t and 8, N,
"and give him plenty of work, Martin ATTORNEY-AT-I.Abtomach Is the Man.
The
Albuquerque, N. M.
building,
man,
Armljo
can save money by buying in this
T.
A weak etomach weakens the
deserves it."
The people of Albuquerque insist manner. In almost every instance the because it cannot transform the food heJohn
Fitzgerald, whose facial feat
E. W. Dobson
that the Water Supply company shall agent misrepresents and when you ob- he eats itno nourishment. Health and ures tell a story of hard
living and dis ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, Cromwell
taxes.
any
pay Ua fair share of
sick sipatlon,
Albuquerque,
N. 11.
tain the article ordered you find that strength cannot be restored to
block,
was up for playing the Jag
rewoman
first
or
man
weak
without
you
represented
and
that
as
not
it is
the racket on the public thoroughfare. He
John H. Stlngle
It la said that the average railway could have purchased a better article storing health and strength to
had about $5 worth of exhilarating and ATTORNEY-AT-LAcannot
Cromwell block,
stomach
A
weak
stomach.
more
in
$60
receive
employe will
a less price of your home merchant digest enough food to feed the tissues Joyful sport, and the judge being
at
Albuquerque, N. M.
wages this year than he did in 1902.
Competition in trade in thiB city is so and revive the tired and run down good guesser duplicated an equal
PHYSICIANS.
strong that merchandise can be pur limbs and organs of the body. Kodol amount in working the streets.
Dr. J. E. Bronson
The elections in this county have chased here at as low if not a lower Dyspepsia Cure cleanses, purifies
Ayres was brought out of the
F.
F.
Homeopathic Physician,
The price than in any other city in the sweetens and strengthens the glands receiving chambers
always been fairly conducted.
Whiting Block.
this morning Room 17,
Democrat has insisted that this is a territory or out of It, When purcbas Jtnd membranes gt the stomach, and where he bad, been placed as a sufferer
fact.
ing of a home man you can see and cures Indigestion, dyspepsia and all from a maligntpt case of vagrancy
B. II- - Brlggs & CO.;
. . r
what you are getting and it is stomach troubles,
i
tie naa a story wen piannea mis
The standing timber of Canada is es know
you. He h. Yann ft son.
deceive
not
to
to
his
interest
morning,
equal
the result of two days con
continent
of
to
the
tlmated
that
anxious not only to get your trade
MEDAL CONTEST.
finement. He was in an awful hurry
of Europe and is almost double that of is
In all Its stage.
but to retain it. If the article pur
to tell the Judge who and what he was,
the United States.
chased Is not as represented or is not The Addresses Delivered by the Young and about his dear papa, but the Judge Ely's Cream Balm
suitable, you can return it. Even on
Ladies Were Deserving.
wouldn't stand for any workings, so cleanses, soothes and heals
The biggest wheat field in the world articles for which you have to pay
The Demorest medal contest held according to the rules of the house the the diseased membrane.
Is in the Argentine republic. It belongs little higher price,
home merchant
auspices
the Woman's young man went back to his cozy cor It cores catarrh sud drives
to an Italian named Guazone and cov should be given thethe
preference. He is under the Temperanceof Union
at the ner to think over his troubles. He was away a cold In the head
Christian
100
square
miles.
over
ers
interested in your city and county and Congregational church last evening the victim of misplaced confidence. quickly.
Cream Balm is placed into the nostrils, spreads
pays taxes to support your local gov
While in Arizona he had chanced to over
The spectacle of W. S. Burke posing ernment and schools. He it is that was a very successful affair.
the membrane and is absorbed. Belief Is ImMiss Gertrude O'Brien, a young lady meet some of his old friends who were mediate and a cure follows. It Is not drying does
as a reformer is somewhat amusing to contributes to your church and all
those who are familiar with the life local Interests. Be fair with him and with gifted speaking talents, was with a company of regulars recently not produce sneezing. large 8lze, 60 cents at Drug
discharged from the Philippines, re- gists or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents.
Mis
history of the old political turncoat.
give the Btreet fakir and traveling ped awarded the silver medal, and won turning to the east In a tourist car.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York
delivery
Bearrup,
whose
Helen
dler a wide berth. Pass him along admiration from all sides, was pre He made a good hiding under the cush
colony
of
a
Is
announced that
It
o tt a o o 0 o
without even taking time to listen to
aaaaa
Boers will be located near Tamplco his tale. He has no Interest in you sented the second prize. The prizes ions until he reached Albuquerque,
game
came
where
his
a
to
sad
end.
by
were
presented
Mrs. B .E. Marshal,
Mexico, where they have purchased a welfare or your community. His only
IN EVENING ATTIRE
There were two more guests of the a
president of the territorial W. C. T. U.,
large tract of land for $5,000,000 gold interest is to get your money.
a
who came down from Las Vegas to city jail last night, who were arrested
put
Offsuspicion
on
men
as
who
the
preside
meeting.
at
the
Let the good government league do
PROSPEROUS REPUBLIC.
The church was filled to a comforta icer J Moore at Isleta to the bad yes
Its work thoroughly. It will find that
The neighboring republic of Mexico ble seating capacity and every number terday evening. They will be given a
are
crying
thief
loudest
those who are
is Just now enjoying a great boom
the program was greatly enjoyed. hearing this evening.
the biggest tax dodgers in the county Capital is pouring in for the develop- on
Miss O'Brien's selection, which was
After La Unppe What?
meut of her industries, and prosperity beyond doubt deserving of the attenUsually a hacking cough and a gen
In spite of the appropriations of con and enterprise Is the order of the day tion given
by
it
the Judges, was "Song eral feeling
gress Just ended, the national debt
g
country Mex of the Drink."
of weakness, often lead'
As a
Ing to fatal results after the patient Is
hows a decrease of $5,969,605 for the ico has a prestige equaled by none
Bearrup
Miss
recited
"Jeremiah's
last month by the treasury statement the fiscal year of
her output Logic." This selection was seasoned supposed to have passed the danger
point Foley's Honey and Tar is guar
for March 1.
of silver was equivalent to' 74,000,000
anteed to cure the "grippe cough" and
silver dollars. Her total output of
make you strong and well. It never
The Gorman postoffice department silver to date is estimated at 3,000,000,-000- ,
fails to stop a cough if taken in time,
ordered in the United States 10,000
an enormous sura. Much of that
Take no substitutes. Alvarado Phar
The chemi- was produced when silver was high,
hand fire extinguishers.
macy.
cal hand grenade is almost unknown and it went to enrich the coffers of
o
Spain and other European countries.
ia Germany.
JEMEZ A SULPHUR HOT 8PRINGS
Now Mexico is turning hopefully to
8TAGE LINE.
The number of employes in the New her unknown and unexplored store of
Carries the U. B. man; only line with a man naturally wants to look his best
York municipal service has reached gold and other valuable minerals. The
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
can If his linen accords with his
45,299, of whom 12,000 are teachers and flow of American capital Mexlcanward
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer habiliments can if we attend to his
10,000 members of the police and fire is steadily increasing and if the govque every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat litunderlng. You will mako not the
departments.
ernment Is careful to give honest enurday at 5 a. m. For particulars ad slightest mistake in entrusting your
couragement to American miners and
dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, Al waBhables to us, for we know how to
London is the birthplace of the capitalists the country will be develIS MADE
buquerque. or J. B. BLOCK, proprle launder well and use our knowledge
Young Men's Christian association, oped for her without trouble and withconscientiously,
tor, Jemez.
j.
great
and although it celebrated some eight out cost, but with
resultant adears ago its
it has vantage.
MONUMENTS.
In ten years Mexico's output of gold
not become languid.
BV THE USE OF
All kinds of stone and marble work,
lias steadily Increased from about a
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
The Cedric is the largest vesset half million dollars to nine millions
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue,
Last year's
afloat. She is 700 feet long, 75 feet and a quarter in
H. Q. MAURINO & CO
Back of Postofflct,
wide and 49 feet deep. There are ac- figures are not as yet made public, but
they
will
believed
is
an
show
beit
passengers
2,400
commodations for
Go to the White Elephant for the
GOLDEN
sides the crew of 335 men.
German imported beer. Just received
from Germany.
Get Your
THE FLOPPER.
Surely the United States has plenty
With a flourish of trumpets the
ht.Ai.TH FOODS.
of room in which to grow in populasamncr soil
tion. If the Mississippi valley alone morning sheet of this city announced
keep
We
complete
the
niout
stock
of
were as densely populated as Massa- that it had changed its politics and
Made K
health foods in the city and we sell
was going to try to be independent of
43
chusetts it would have 350.0U0.000
them at eastern prices. Caramel Ce
all creation. Its object was to hamreal, Toasted Wheat Flakes, Toasted
string the republican party of this
Corn Flakes, Hulled Wheat, Hulless
"I suffrred for aii years with conWILLIAM
The czar of all the Hussias has let county, and It took the course of a
stipation and indigestion, during
Deans, Nut Butter, Bromose, Protose,
a gleam of light into his domain. Free sneak to carry out Its purpose. It did
which lime I employed several phyMeltose, Granola, Granose Biscuit
dom of creed and worship and free- not come out squarely and announce
sicians, but they could not reach my
Peptrene, Zwieback, Malted Nuts and
cane," writes Mr. G. Popplewell, of
dom from all forced labor is certainly that it wag going to be a democratic
Beef Fluid. A fresh supply of the
Kureka Springs, Carroll Co., Ark. "1
a boon in that heretofore absolute paper, but took the position that it was
GlEASNER
felt that there was no help for me,
above Just received. Try them.
going to be a backcapper of the repubmonarchy.
could not retain food on my stomach
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
had vertigo and would fall helpless to
lican organization in this territory and
323 South Second street, Bell 'Phone
the Boor. Two years ago I comProfessor Behring, who has reported county, and would assume the position
THE TAILOR
Dr. l'ierce's Golaen
taking
menced
A15.
the discovery of a preventive of con- of boss, and that otherwise it would
Medical Discovery and little ' Pellets,'
o
and improved from the start. After
sumption, Is the scientist who gave the do its best to work up opposition to the
taking twelve bottles of the 'Discovin Mexican d rawn work we are
2161-- 2
Sontn
world the antltoxine for diphtheria, republican leaders. It followed up its
ery ' I was able to do light work, and
showing a big assortment.
Albert
which has already saved perhaps mil- declaration of "independence" by open
have been improving ever since. I
Faber, 305 West Railroad avenue.
Scceid St.
am now !a good health for one of my
lions of lives. He professes to have Ing a tirade of abuse on the governor,
o
age 6o years. I owe it all to Doctor
found a serum that renders cattle and the legislature, and the republican
No tuberculosis preservaline or col
l'ierce's medicine."
AI&oqrjcrae
human beings immune from the germs leaders of this county. It tried to hold
orlng in Matthews' Jersey milk.
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AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
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Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 121.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
R. P. HALL,

m

Proprietor

t

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and LumWi Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys5,
Grads Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Froat? for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mi 11 Machinery a Specialty.
ALBUQUF40.UE, N. M.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
1.
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Dr. PIERCE'S

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to aell
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CO,
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THE
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
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Railroad Topics
ft Co. have increased
the wages of their main line messengers from $90 to $100 per month.
W. A. Powers, chief chemist for the
Santa Fe with office at Topeka, Is In
La Junta on business for the company.
Hugo Srhaeffer, division master mechanic for the Santa Fe, with office at
Needles, Cal.," was In the city yesterday.
8. M. Shattock. traveling passenger
agent for the Baltimore & Ohio, with
office at Uenver, was in the city this
morning.
u Is stated that announcement will
le made of the deal with a notification
Island
of the terms of the 'Frlsco-ilocagreemeut.
A. Walliee, the Santa Fe contractor,
has a contract for widening the
grade between Bernalillo to Las Vegas,
preparatory to It being ballasted.
H. O. Rust, engineer for the Santa
Fe, of Topeka, Is rapidly Improving
from a four weeks' sickness and expects to shortly resume his run on
Nos. 1 and 2 and 3 and 4.
It Is reported that the Rock Island
has Just completed negotiations for
the purchase of the Mexican Central
railroad, which Is causing much discussion In railroad circles.
Machinist Dick Morrison, of the
Santa Fe shops at Las Vegas, was
etrucn on the head with a big sledge
yesterday and his skull is fractured. It
Is reported that his wound Is not necessarily fatal.
The Santa Fe Railway company has
made a single fare for the round trip
from El Paso, Trinniad and Intermediate points to Santa Fe and Albuquerque on May 5, the occasion being the
visit of President Roosevelt,
i
Brakeman Lund had the misfortune
to fall from the top of a moving train
while descending Glorleta mountain,
and sustained several severe injuries.
He was taken to the Santa Fe hospital
t Las Vegas for treatment.
Division Superintendent H. E.
Of the fifth division of the
Denver & Rio Grande railroad, which
Includes the Antonito Santa Fe branch,
F. B.
and Assistant Superintendent
Degarmo were In Santa Fe Monday on
official business.
Hugh McGill of the spring shop at
Topeka, went to Las Vegas about a
month ago on a vacation trip. Unless
Ills vacation is extended It is now time
that he should be back at work in the
shop. Some of the boys think that he
has found work out there and has decided to stay.
It is said that T. W. Masters, a fireman on the Southern Pacific, is about
the largest man In the railroad business. He is 6 feet 5 Inches tall and
weighs 250 pounds and is built from
the ground up. Of course we will admit that Mr. Masters Is large, but if
lie Is much heavier than the "lion
tamer" at the Santa Fe shops of Topeka, he is certainly "going some."
The special train carrying General
Manager H. U. Mudge of the Santa Fe
passed through Topeka en route to
Denver from the Chicago division,
where he has been on an inspection
trip, says the Topeka State Journal.
While the train was in Topeka engine
which has been pulling the train
over the Chicago division, was sent to
the round house and substituted with
engine No. 1146. It is said that the
experiment that is being made with
telephones on Mr. Mudge's train has
proved to be quite a success. With a
telephone in the drawing room of his
special car and one in the cab of the
engine, Mr. Mudge can regulate the
speed of the train by telephoning his
instructions to the engineer. It is said
that these 'phones will be installed on
the California limited.
k

It 8aved HI Leg.
P. A. Danforth, of LaG range, Ga.,
"T .suffered for six months with a frightful
running sore on his leg; but writes
that Bucklcn'a Arnica Salve wholly
cured it in five days.
For ulcers,
wounds, piles, it's the best salve in the
world. Cure guaranteed.
Only 25c.
Sold by all druggists.
RAILROAD

CONFERENCE.

George Henderson Will Address Y. M.
C. A. Meeting at Topeka.
A circular of information has been
issued along the line of the Santa Fe,
giving information regarding the Y.
M. C. A. conference to be held In the
Kansas capital April 30 to May 3.
The circular gives the full details
and contains several things that have
not been referred to heretofore.
It
contains an official list of the men
who are to address the meetings and
among the new names is that of
George R. Henderson, superintendent
of motive power for the banta Fe with
headquarters in this city.

-

Engine for Cut Off.
Engine No. 115, which was purchased from the Santa Fe a short time ago
by B. Lantry Sons, contractors, Is being painted and decorated in the old
tank room of the round house at Topeka. The work is being done under
the foremanshlp of J. W. Gibbons, who
is foreman of the engine painters. This
is the sixth engine that has been painted at the shops for this firm. About
two years ago Mr. Gibbons superintended the painting of some engines
that were purchased of the Santa Fe
by B. Lantry Sons and they were so
well pleased with the work that when
they bought this last engine they asked that it be painted in the Santa Fe
shops and under the same foreman.
The work on the engine, which Is now
No. 10, g ling done by Benjamin
Mikliam, the expert designer, who
loeg all the fine work In the coach

B, Otero Appointed

o

Survey

for the

Alamogordo-Demin-

g

Road Completed.
Engineer Small, who has been
the surveys for the new proposed
railroad to be built from Alamogordo
to Deming by way of Las Cruces, has
Just finished the work and It now remains with the promoters of the deal
to raise the necessary capital for the
enterprise.
The surveyors were able
to secure a very favorable grade for
the line, the heaviest work being a 1
per cent grade, and that only In one or
two short distances.
One stretch of track west of the Rio
Grande is a tangent fifty miles in
length and practically on a level.
The promoters of the proposition
from New York and Virginia are expected out soon to look over the surveys and maps and at that time they
will decide ou definite plans for the
future. El Paso Herald.
run-ninl-
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SALE OF BLACK DRESS GOODS
All-Wo-

Those
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"

BOLLMAN'S
EXPERIENCE.
Some time ago 1 was in a very

strengthen my back and help mo at
once, and I iid not R t so tired as
before. I continued to take it, r.nd it
brought health and strength to me,
and 1 want to thank yon fur the
good it has done mo." Miss Kate

Notaries Public.
BoixmAN, J42nd St. & Wales Ave.,
Governor Otero has appointed the New
York City. $MOO ft,rf,it If original of
following notaries public: Robert G. about letttr
prom no genvintnets cannot t productj.
Balcomb, of Algodones, Sandoval counLydU 12. rinklintii Vegetable
ty; John A. Fairley, of Portales, RooseCompound
cures because it Is
velt county; Isldor Freudenberg, of
Bernalillo, Sandoval county; Jose A. tlio greatest known remedy for
Lucero, of Espanola, Rio Arriba coun- kidney ami womb troubles.
ty; Thomas J. Prldmore, of RichardEvery woman who in puzzled
son, Lincoln county; Luther M. Shcly,
about
her condition should write
of Santa Rosa, Leonard Wood' county;
Samuel W. Young, of Bland, Sandova.1 to Mrs. Pinkhant at Lynn, 31 ass.,
county,
and tell her nil.

.e

F. M. Root, Harry Werner, St. Louis!
T. Ramsay and wife, Hagan, N. M.;
Mrs. L. Day, Colorado Springs;
S.
Sulnon, Cincinnati.

What's In a Name?
Everything lc in the name when it
comes to Witch Hazle Salve. E. C.
DeVVitt & Co., of Chicago, discovered,
ome years ago, how to make a salve
om Witch Hazel that is a specific for
iles. For blind, bleeding, itching and
protruding plies, eczema, cuts, burns,
bruises and all skin diseases, DeWitt's
Salve has no equal. This has given
rise to numerous worthless counterfeits. Ask for DeWitt's the genuine.
B. H. Briggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
A. O. U. W. Worker Here.
J. R. Burton, supreme deputy of

cat-tlem-

Alvarado.
W. H. Miller, Pueblo; E. O. Town-senand wife. New York; A.W.Wells,
El Paso; F. A. Forde, Prescott; H. C.
Avis, J. R. McCartney, St. Louis; E.
R. Bartlett, Topeka: H. Robinson and
wife, Watrous;
Mrs. A. R. Gibson,
Inez Gibson, Santa Fe; Geo. C. Coch
rane, Cripple Creek; Chas. Russell;
Montana; Hugo Schaefer, Needles; J
L. Harrington, wife and children, Bill
ings, Mont.; P. Barnum, S. T. Turpin,
,
Geo. B. Emerson, New York; S.
Cincinnati; Chas. S. Hill, A. L.
Cassldy. DCnver; W. A. Carter, wife
and son, A. R. Gibson, Santa Fe; J.
C. Walton and wife, Mexico City; W.
J. Durham, Oklahoma City; W. O.
Secor, lvos Angeles.
d

Sul-non-

Hotel Highland.
L. A. Balch, Denver; F. V. Searle
and wife, Trinidad; J. H. Ing, El Paso.

MADRAS
Striped Madras

al

Sale price

3 QC

Cloths; a fine soft

terial; satin

for shirt

per yard..

Albatross..
25 pieces of

TABLE LINENS

10 pieces of
Unbleached Table
"0-in-

Damask

Albatross
in black, royal, cadet
reseda, pink, lavender, light blue, cardinal, eld rose, etc.
never sold short of
cents,

m

1

Bale Price
par yard

yard...''

lJrlce,

the kind that never sells

35c

worth up to 80c

ALBUQUERQUE'S

2000

yards of extra

good quality

Percale

in lengths from 2 to
7 yards
warranted
fast colors; not a yard

Sale Prloo,
par yard

yarn..'

Mao

m

Mill Ends of
Percales

I

I

war-

per yard

10,000 yards of Embroidery Mill Ends, the finest
and daintiest effects priced as you never saw them
before in any store Swiss, Hamburgand Nainsook
edgings, insertions and beading
from 1 to 10
inches wide hundreds upon hundreds of patterns
-- every kind,
and style, for every use you get 2
yards fdi th price 9 9n?- - P.Pne worth less than
5c and up to 75c all go at
worth VP
worth up to
worthm up to f 9 1m
Bo a
C
f aa a yara..C

All-Wo- ol

Is

ranted pure linen in
a good variety of patterns: our regular 75- cent grade Sale

Mill Ends of Embroideries

30-In-

JC

M

H

per yard

Extra Fine English Long Cloth
Sale Trice, per yard

36-in- ch

ma-

finish-suit- able

waists and dresses a
splendid 15c quality
Sale Price,

SALE Or ENGLISH LONG CLOTH
900 yards of
for less than 20c

2S-in-

Gc

25c

LEADING DRESS GOODS HOUSE

MAILORDERS
FILLED
WITH THE
BEST
OF CARE.

COSMOPOL-ITA-

N

PAPER
PATTERNS 10o
NONE HIGHER
NONE BETTER
220

vs; ut.

Leon B.Stern,proprietop

the

Ancient Order of United Workmen, arrived In the city last night from Raton,
where he has been doing some strenuous work for the order the past few
days. His business here is to stir up a
little enthusiasm In the local lodge. It
now has a membership of about 195.
Mr. Burton thinks he can increase this
number by 100 new members.

Foley's Honey and Tar
Cures coughs and colds.
Cures bronchitis and asthma.
Cures croup and whooping cough.
Pneumonia Folows a Cold
Cures hoarseness and bronchial
but never follows the use of Foley's troubles.
Honey and Tar. It stops the cough,
Cuves pneumonia and la grippe. Alheals and strengthens the lungs and varado
Pharmacy.
affords perfect security from an attack
of pneumonia. Refuse substitutes. At
DEMING.
varado Pharmacy.
A Fjw Pointers About a Good Town In
Gold "Strike" In Mexico.
8outhern New Mexico.
A dispatch from El Paso says:
Keep yeur eye on Deming.
A rush to Parral, Mexico, has been
has just been Incorporated.
caused by the discovery of a rich vein DemingDeming- over 100,000 head of cattle
of ore. The vein Is five feet In width annually; ships
la the center of the greatest
and of unknown depth and is said to breeding region In the southwest
and
assay 200 ounces of gold and 2,000
all know this.
ounces of silver to the ton. The Hi
Deming, the coming city of New Mexdalgo mine, where the most ore was ico.
Deming has a magnificent school sysdiscovered, belongs to a company com
posed of Texans and had not been con- tem.
sidered at any great value until the Deming, the railroad center f New
Mexico.
rich strike was made.
Deming, the gateway to the best part of
Old Mexico.
Cough Settled on Her Lungs.
'"My daughter had a terrible cough Deming, the seat of the new county of
which settled on her lungs," says N. Luna.
Jackson, of Danville, 111. "We tried a Deming U the great mining center of
great many remedies without relief. the southwest.
Deming! Don't everlook It If you are
until we gave her Foley's Honey and
(or a safe and paying Investment.
Tar which cured her." Refuse substi- looking
Deming water la chemically pure-eqututes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
HOTEL ARRIVAL3.

Unbleached Muslin
a splendid 8c quality.
Sale Trice
per yard . .

E. IMnkham's Aefrctable t impound for me, and it seemed to

GlGtm.
TLTPKr

20 pieces of

42c

50 bolts of

Finest

43-in- ch

28-I- n

ch

Stop and think what this really means! Just the
Silks you want so popular for Shirt Waists and
Kimonas come in about 20 different styles, in
stripes and corded effects the current styles in
colorings most in demand pure white, pink, red,
turquoise, grey, etc. guaranteed all pure silk
It might seem strange to some merchants to think
that we would sell silk for 39c which cost them
wholesale but that is the way we do business, whenever the price can be squeezed down
even one cent, down it must go.

DOMESTICS

weak condition, my work made me
nervous and my back ached frightfully
all the time, and 1 had terrible headaches.
" Mv mother pot a bottle of Lyrtiu

Wash Silks

Kal-K- al

areharal 1264 yard of
Corded Kal-KWaah Sllka at 39o tha yard.

READ MISS

Pardon Granted.
Governor Otero has granted a full
and complete pardon to Angel Carrion,
who was convicted In Dona Ana county in April, 1902, of stealing cattle and
sentenced to be confined In the penitentiary for one year and one month.
The pardon was recommended by
Judge Parker, who tried the case, and
by W. H. H. Llewellyn, who prosecuted it as district attorney. -

ol

19-In-

Arllne Silk has a
lH'aiitiful hlh silk
finish in black, drab
and nearly every
other color wanted
regular 25c value
Sale Price,
per yard . .

Backache Is a forerunner and
one of tlio most common symptoms of kidney trouhle and
rwomb displacement.

All-Wo-

54-in- ch

ol

LININGS

Irrigation Commission.
the system and never
The members of the territorial Irrigripes.
gation commission have received their
Little Early Riccrs of wordly repute
Ask for DeWitt's and take no sub- commissions from Governor Otero and
Col. G. W. Knaebel, secretary of the
stitute.
A small pill, easy to buy, easy to take old commission, will call a meeting of
and easy to act, but never falling in the new one soon for the purpose of orresults. DeWitt's Little Early Risers ganization. The members of the comarouse the secretions and act as a mission are: Frank Springer, San Mitonic to the liver, curing permanently. guel county; Colonel George W. KnaeB. H. Briggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
bel, Santa Fe county; Charles E. Milo
ler, Dona Ana county; Carl A. Dalles,
Decrease in Orange Traffic.
county; Geo. A. Richardson,
Santa Fe and Southern Pacific rail- Valenciacounty.
road traffic officials report that there Chaves
is a slight decrease in the number of
Incorporation.
ears of oranges moved to date from
The St. Louis Land and Cattle comthe number sent out last year at this pany has been incorporated with a
ume. According to the data at hand capital stock of $500,000 divided into
in Assistant General Passenger and 500,000 shares of the par value of $1
Freight Agent G. A. Parkyns' office the each. The company is authorized to
shipments
aggregate 8,200 cars, or acquire, buy and lease land for agriabout 400 less than at the same period cultural purposes and for the breedlast year. This is about 40 per cent ing and raising of cattle, sheep and
of
total crop. Both roads have horses. The term of existence is fifty
experienced little difficulty in hand- years and the principal office Is at El
ling all offerings this year, as there Paso. The New Mexico office is at
were plenty of cars on hand, and the Santa Rosa, and H. B. Jones Is named
offerings came easy. At present there as agent. The directors are Geo. W.
is a better demand for fruit in the Harrison, William B. Chllders and Otto
east and the companies expect to have DIeckmann, of Albuquerque, and Simheavier shipments from this time.
eon H. Newman and M. W. Stanton, of
San Bernardino Times-Index- .
El Paso.

Are Famous Sleepers.
The saying: "Sleepy as a fat baby,"
expresses a good deal, for fat babies
are famous little fellows to sleep.
What a contrast Is their refreshing
rest to the pitching and tossing of a
sleepless coffee drinker. A good elder
of Springfield, 111., found a way to
bring refreshing sleep In place of insomnia. "Until three years ago," he
says, "for 15 years I was troubled with
a throbbing in my stomach, was very
nervous, kidneys out of order, troubled
with severe headaches and dreadful
insomnia.
"After trying all sorts of remedies I
came to the conclusion that my troubles were the result of drinking coffee,
and seeing an article la the paper
alK)ut Postum I determined to try It.
So I quit coffee and took on Postum. It
agreed with me from the first cup. At
first I drank it diluted, then pure. I
relished it too, and to my great Joy I
was soon free from stomach trouble,
nervousness all gone and head clear
and instead of being wakeful for half
the night I sleep like a fat baby and
get up in the morning refreshed. This
I owe to having quit coffee and taken
to drinking Postum." Name furnished
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Nothing marvelous about it but there
in a reason. If healthy sound sleep Is
worth anything to you drop coffee and
give Postum a short trial say ten
days. That will tell the tale.

ol

25 pieces of 3tMnch

It cleanses

FAT BABIES

....

Tasmawiimk

mm

Tebble Cheviot,
French Broadcloth and
Imported Voile positively the finest $2.00 dress goods ever shown
in thi city to see them is to buy Sale Trice, per yard
All-Wo-

52-in- ch

fclrlrw&!

Drum Major of "The Kilties."
The drum major of the famous Gordon Highlanders' band, Donald
is almost as celebrated
throughout Canada as is Bandmaster
Robinson himself. Mr. MacCormack Is
one of the finest specimens of manhood in all Canada and It is doubtful if
a more striking looking soldier lives
in the world today. He stands seven
feet and unlike almost every other
extremely tall man is built in proportion to his great height. With his great
busby towering two feet above his
head and wearing his attractive kilted
eglmentals he makes a handsome figure as he walks ahead of the bandsmen. The bandsmen are fine men physically, but they all look small indeed
beside the tall Scottish-Canadiawho
carries the huge baton at the head of
the parade. All eyes will be on the
big man In kilts when the band marches from the depot in this city. The
band will appear at Colombo hall on
March 28. Make a note of the date and
see The Kilties on parade.

a 4--

mmmmm

Fish and

Game Warden.
Mr. Mlleham
painting department.
endesigns
for
this
special
has made
gine which, together with the striping,
CATTLE THIEF PARDONED.
will make the engine look more like a
band wagon than a locomotive. All
the designs are being put on with gold
Homestead Entry Esteben Celller,
leaf. When it Is finished the engine Is
to be taken to New Mexico, where the of Springer, 160 acres of land In Coln. Lantry Sons are now doing some fax county.
work for the Santa Fe.
Notary Appointed.
Governor Otero has appointed W. P.
Children's Cougng and Colds.
Mrs. Joe McGratb, 327 East First Metcalf, of Albuquerque, Bernalillo
6treet, Hutchinson, Kan., writes: "I county, a notary public.
have given Ballard's Horehound Syrup
Governor's Appointment.
to my children for coughs and colds
Governor Otero has appointed Page
for the past four years, and find it the
best medicine I ever used." Unlike B. Otero to be fish and game warden
many cough syrups, it contains no until the legislative council next
opium, but will soothe and heal any meets. He has also appointed Antonio
disease of the throat or lungs quicker Alarid, of Santa Fe county, to be mesthan any other remedy. 25c, 50c and senger and doorkeeper to
the governor
$1.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
B.
for two years.
Ruppe.

Wells-Farg-

Whit-tenberge-

Page

BACKACHE.

MATTERS.

to Polan springs.
Deming has Increased DO per cent In population In four year.
Deming water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
Investments In Deming .ots will double
and treble in one year.
Deming has now a large loe plant and
elect rlo light system under contract.
In Deming the demand for rental
houses Is Ave times la excess of the supply.
Deming has an abundance of water for
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gardens.
Buy lots and build In Deming. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
investment.
In Deming good safe loans can be aad
at better rates than in the old established
towns.
At Deming you can buy lota at 1100
which will pay you 100 per cent In lea
than twelve month.
In. Deming another good hotel I needed
to accommodate the enormous Increase et
population.
Deming la a great health result ha no
uperlor In climate for the cure of pulmonary trouble.
Deming will be the great smelter center.
Two large plants will be Installed within

Grand Central.
Carl Scherer, Caldwell, Kan.; W. C.
Fife, Roswell; Chas. Reed and wife, the year.
Why buy high priced lots when you can
Arizona.
get them In Deming cheap now, with cerMetropolitan.
tain advance assured?
Agricultural lands in Deming are unsurChas. Klotz. Buffalo, N. Y.
passed for fertility, production of fruit
and vegetable of all kind.
Sturges' European.
Deming offer the same opportunities
John House and wife, Morris, Minn.;
Dr. Oscar 8. Brown and wife, Elsl-nor- now that the most prosperous cities In th
Cal.; M. Kelly, Trinidad; G. M. wet offered several year ago.
need one hundred new houses
Steveuson and wife, Bellefontaine, O.; toDeming
supply the demand, and Deed them
J. Piper, Los Cerrillos; Frank Werner, I now. Thl demand continue to grow.

Colonist Tickets California
WILL BE ON SALE AT 8ANTA FE TICKET OFFICE DAILY TO JUNE 15,
1903, AT RATE OF $25.00. THESE TICKETS WILL BE HONORED ON
FAST TRAINS CARRYING FREE CHAIR CARS AND PULLMAN TOURIST
8LEEPER8.
LIBERAL STOPOVER PRIVILEGES IN CALIFORNIA
IF YOU CONTEMPLATE LOCATING IN CALIFORNIA, THIS IS YOU Ft
OPPORTUNITY TO GO THERE COMFORTABLY
AND ECONOMICALLY.
IRRIGATED FARMS, ORANGE AND LEMON
GROVES AND OTHER
BRANCHE8 OF AGRICULTURE HAVE YIELDED COMPETENCIES TO
OTHER PERSONS. WHY SHOULDN'T YOU BE AS 8UCCES8FUL?

I have illustrated descriptive literature about California, as well as of the
country intervening. Other books describe the equipment of our California
trains. If interested come and get copies, or write, and I will mail them to you

F. L. Myers, Ticket

Agt, Albuquerque,' N.M.

Railroad Time Tables
Denver & Rio Grande System
8ANTA FE BRANCH.
Time Tabla No. 71.
(Effective Monday, March
East Bound

2. 1903. )

West Bound

.....

Pueblo

New Phone 152.
Old Phone 69
Residence, New Phone 853.

In Kfttrt November

...J. W. EDWARDS...

ARRIVE) PROM THIB

No. 428
No. 425
.05 amjLv... Santa Fe...Ar 6:00 pm
10:50 ami
Espanola
2:45 pm
1:00 pm
1:2S nm
Embudo
3:SU pm
Trea Pledraa... 10:30 pm
6: :45 pm1
Antonlto
s'.io pm
8:50 pm
Alamosa
6:40 pm

3:05 am
7:15 am

SU2

TIME TABLE
1,

1909,

The Veteran

wnnTti

No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7, ilex. & Cal. Express.. 10:05 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited. . . .10:40 a.m.
I.EAVB GOING NORTH.
No. 2. Atlantic ExDresa
No. 4, Chicago Limited
12:09 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:80 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express
7:10a.m.
LEAVES GOINQ SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm- -

....

...Undertaker and Embalmer...
Yeara Actual Experience
License No. 100 by the State
Board of Health ot Kansas.
18

Office and Parlors
307 W. RAILROAD AVENUE
Open Day and Night

ARRIVE FROM WEST.
Atlantic Express
CO.
8:05 a.m. W. L. TRIMBLE
Chicago Limited
11:69 p.m.
Second
atreet.
Between
Kallroad
and
Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
Copper avenue
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
No. 8, California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m. Horses and Males bought
and exchangNo. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Expresa. .10:45 p.m.
ed Livery, Sale, Feed and
No. 7 will carry mall from the eaat
Transfer
Stables
and No. 2 from the west
The No. 3 and No. 4 are tha limited
and they arrive daily.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Local freight No. 99. going aouth.
passengers.
Address W. L. TRIMBLE ft CO,
r. U MYERS. Agent
Albuquerque, N. M.

&

1:37 am No.

Ar... Denver ...Lv 9:30 pm

2,
No. 4,
No. 8,

Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with the main line and
branches as follows:
At Antonlto for Durango, Ellverton
and all points in the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
Creede and all points In the San Luis
valley.
At Salida with main line
(standard gauge) for all points eaat
and west including Leadvllle and nar1882
1903
row gauge points between Salida and
Grand Junction.
At Florence and Canon City for the
gold camps of Cripple Creek and Victor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Sola Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
J as. Heekln ft Co.'a Coffees,
Denver with all Missouri river lines
for all points east.
Granite Flour.
For further information address the
undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe Staple and Fancy Groceries
in standard gauge sleepers from Ala214 South Second Street
mosa can have bertha reserved on application.
Hllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
A. S. BARNEY, Act. Oen. Agt.,
Earth.
Santa Fe, N. M.
8. K. HOOPER, O. P.
Denver, Colo. Orders Solicited.
Frta Delivery

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

The ICEBERG

212 W. Railroad Avenue.
The finest line of Liquors and Cigar
All patrons and friends cordially Invito
ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch . i
served every day.
STEVE BALLING,

Proprietor.

A. E.

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Association
at J. B&ldrtdge'i Lumber Tax4j

Office

a
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Ties, Hosiery, Hats. Suits, all for HAVE YOU SEEN
winter the extreme limit of vision toon as Mr, Moore la able to get
THEMf
Easter, 1903. Simon Stern, the Rail
from the dome of St. raul's under the around.
X
road
Avenue
took
most favorable circumstances Is but
Clothier.
ruffians
Is
nald
It
that the
a
o
rouple of shots at Moore, but most for
little more than mile.
The Cutest Little PhotoGentlemen! Let us tale your meas
(Concluded from page one.)
tunatelv the bullets went wide of their
graph Ever Made
Yale's Base Ball Schedule.
ure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
mark.
In the City.
25.
Conn.,
March
The
New Haven,
lie dlsrliarpctl for the term.
Officers all aljng the Hue are having pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
up
afterball
lined
Yale
team
base
this
subrespectfully
desperate
All of which Is
considerable trouble with a
See the new
showing of Eas
noon for the first game of the season.
Nothing Cheap About
mitted.
diss of bums, who show fight when ter suits, at ourspring
store. The entire line
contest,
opposing
practice
was
a
It
the
E. M. SANDOVAL.
ever approached.
Them but the
is
now
range
on
display.
from
Prices
League
being
club
the American
A few of the men Indicted plead team
Mr. Moore's injuries are not of
Price.
$10
to
$20.
The basement of Colombo hall, 75
STERN,
SIMON
The regular col- serious nature, and It is thought he
guilty and their terms of imprison- from Washington.
The
Clothier.
Railroad
Avenue
legiate
be
will
inaugurated
schedule
ment were cut down a few mouths.
will bo able to be out In n few days
feet wide and 342 feet long contains
The cases of Alonzo Avilla. who April 9. when the Vale team will face
Notice ofExecutor.
BUTMAN'S
STUDIO
game
Georgetown
for the first
of Its
Baltimore M. E. Conference.
plead guilty to adultery, and Moreen
Notice is hereby given that the un- Mi
Seven complete cars of furniture to supFiodcrlrkshiirr, Va., March 23
Jurren?, who plead guilty to the same regular spring trip in the south. The
dersigned was on the second day of
2
IS
Railroad
are
Ave.
lay
delegates
seagood
Mn.nv
expect
wearers
and
blue
clerical
of
a
the
charge, have already been mentioned.
ply the demands of the furniture trade of
March, A. D. 1903, by the probate
Old man Uranavlch, of Gallup ac- son. For the first time In a decade aatheipd here for the annual session court, within and for nernalillo counM
of
games
conference
the
with the of the Baltimore
knowledges he had sold whiskey to Yale will play two
Albuquerque. This is reserve stock only.
ty, territory of New Mexico, duly ap- l W3H1 N338 flOA
3AVH
Trince-toE. church, south, which will be in ses pointed
the Navnjors and was given ninety University of Pennsylvania.
of
executor
and
as
confirmed
and Harvard will also be met on slon here during the next few days estate of Mary Bowman, deceased. All
Our show rooms at the corner ol Second
days.
Subscribs for The Citizen
Estamslado 3 lis plead guilty to the the diamond in addition to the usual The opening sermon was preached Inst persons having any claim or claims
street and Copper avenue are as comcharge of adultery. The court gava number of gmics with the smaller col night night .y Rev, Mr. Wagner, of against said estate are hereby notified
Keyser, W. Va., and this morning the to present
leges and universities.
him thirty days.
In accordance The Campbells Are
same
the
plete as any store in the West. We aim
deliberations of the conference were with
Kelly was acquitted and Tutwiler Is
the statute inlaid case made and Comin' Hurrah!
New American Liner.
commenced with Bishop A. Coke provided.
being tried. The other two causes beHurrah!!
to carry anything for the house that a
London. March 25. The first of the Smith, of North Carolina, presiding.
fore the United States grand Jury not
GEORGE C. BOWMAN,
big steamers to be added to the Amer- During the remainder of the week, in
reported on were Nordquist and
Afternoon
Executor.
customer may ask for and at any price.
Philadelphia addition to the routine business, there
and Evening
who escaped from jail New ican line service between
JOHN II. STINGLE, Attorney.
Belgium steamship will be sermons and addresses by sevLiverpool,
the
and
Year's morning and have never been
Our teims are made to suit the customer
Frlcsland, Bails from Liverpool today eral clergymen of prominence.
captured.
Philadelphia,
in command of Cap- for
as near as is consistent with business
The territorial grand jury are still
Frlesland, Merlon,
HAIR WONT FALL OUT.
engaged in Important work. They or-- : lain Apfeld. The
Haver-fordealing. Call and inspect our goods, and
COLOMBO HALL
ganlzed late yesterday afternoon after N'oordlnnd, Westernland and
MEXICO w"""
will constitute the service In the If You Kill the Dandruff Germ with
considering a number of important
Frlesland was built on the
the New Treatment.
we will do our very best to please you.
cases, there beii:? many witnesses up future. The
Sixth Grand Concert Tour
1 8S!
and can carry Ifl.ooo tons
John N. Fuller, a well known citizen
The Vann robbery cas. was one of Clyde in
cargo
1,00
passen- of Colfax, Wash., says:
In addition to
"I had dan- tOCATRU XTTimmTMvnollit$ jSP
the raes investigated, lint as yet no of
ururt so badly that it caked on my tU SACRAMENTO MOUNXAIhJtS
indictment has been returned against gers.
Furniture, Crockery, Glassware, Tableware, Bedding,
GORDON HIGHLANDERS
scalp. Herpicide completely cured aooo Tax abov
;5&iT"
Farrell, Myers and Hackett. who are
For uver Sixty Years.
me." George 11. McWhlrk, of Walla
now In custody. This afternoon witPillows, Blankets and Comforts.
An old anj well tried remedy.
Walla, Wash., says: "Herpicide com
nesses have been called for the ease
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has pletely cured me of a bad case of dan
of Justo Mares, who is under arrest
They
for stealing supplies from the' Santa been used for over sixty years by mil- druff of 30 years' standing."
lions of mothers for their children took the only really sensible treat
waichause.
40 Musicians. 10 Soloists. 16 Vocal
It will be some time before the ter- while teething with perfect success. ment, a remedy that destroys the dan
Choir. 6 Highland Dancers. 2
ritorial grand jury has finished its It soothes the child, fcoftens the gums, druff germ Newbro's Herpicide. Stop
Bagpipers. 4 British Military
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and dandruff, hair won't fall out, but will
HI
work.
Buglers. 1 Giant Drum
is the best remedy for diarrhoea.
Is grow naturally, luxuriantly.
Allays
Major.
Boy
by
drugDancer,
pleasant to the taste. Sold
IRISH LAND BILL.
Itching instantly and makes hair
etc., etc., etc.
gists In every part
the world. glossy and soft as silk. At druggists
Bill to Settle Land Troubles In Ireland Twenty-fivcents a Lottie. Its value One lottle will convince any doubter
Appearing in full Kilted Regimentals,
KELLY
CO,
Introduced in Parliament.
Is incalculable. Be sure and ask for of its merits.
,
London, March 25. The Irish secre Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
"Sold by leading druggists.
Send
Has Created a Furore of Enthusiasm
tary, Mr. Wyndham, introduced the take no other kind.
loc in stamps for sample to ihe Herin 300 American Cities.
(Incorporated)
government's long anticipated
picide Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Briggs
o
Irish
land bill in the house of commons to- Central League Expects Good Season. sc. co., special agents.
....PRICES....
o
day. It proposes a free grant of
Marion, Ind., March 25. The Cen
Afternoon, 50c and $1.00.
Evening,
Kilties Band "Not a Band."
for the purposes of the bill. tral League, the youngest of the minor
75c and $1.00.
The remarkable and unrivalled sue CLOUDCftOFT," THC PREMIER JVMMER
The keen interest felt In this new leg- base ball organizations, is looking forRESORT OF THE GREAT MHTTHWF.rf
islation, which, it is hoped, will pro- ward to a brilliant season. Talks with cess obtained throughout Its tours of REACHED
Plan opens at Matson's on Tuesday,
DIRECT BY THE TRAINS
Wool, Hides,
mote peace and contentment in Ire- the managers and owners gathered in the United States by the famous Kil
March 24, at 9 a. m.
ties
band
of
Canada
has
been
marred
N
land, was evidenced by the- crowded conference at the Spencer hotel here
JKHH
house. The peers gallery and the dis- today Indicate a lively interest in the by but one criticism, which is made
We bandle
by some of Us rivals among the great
21TOR.MAT10N, WMCTUPTTVB,
tinguished
i rrK
strangers gallery were game In all the cities comprising the touring
K. C. Baking Powder,
bands
of
the
continent.
"The
COUPON
adjourning
TICKET AGENT OK. ADDRESS
the meet
filled and there has been no such gath- circuit. Before
Navajo
Blankets,
Is
Kilties
band
a
not
ag
band;
is
an
it
ering of members of parliament since ing will adopt a schedule and complete
Curtice Canned Goods,
of Highland dancers, singers
arAunuo natnoAnatn jystih.
the opening of the session. Michael the final details for the opening of the gregatlon
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
and bagpipers with a big military band
rLFAAO. TEXAS.
Davltt, the father of tne land league, season next month.
Is the way one critic dethrown
in,"
celebrated his
birthday
Houses at
scribes It. That the Kilties' band itself
Cures Sciatic Rheumatism.
by
the house for the first
no Boiler Service
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.f EAST LA
Mrs. A. E. Simpson, 609 Craig street, compares favorably with the best or
time since he ceased to be a member, Knoxvllle,
Tenn., writes, June 10, 1899: ganizations which have ever toured
LIVERY, FEED AND 8ALE.
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR-- I
In order to hear the chief secretary for
"I have been trying the baths of Hot America Is admitted, but It has struck
Ireland unfold his plans.
Thzc lis.! via the
ETA, N. M.
Springs, Ark., for sciatic rheumatism, also the happy Idea of varying the pos
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
but I get more relief from Ballard's sible monotony of successive band se
Old 'Phone A22.
Previsions of Bill.
Snow Liniment than any medicine or
London, March 25. The IriBh land anything 1 have ever tried. Enclosed lections by alternating those numbers
8addle Horses a Specialty. We
EVERYTHING
bill provides that tenants shall pay 34 find postofflce order for $1.00. Send me with Scotch reels, flings, sword dances
board
borse andbave first class rigs
per cent interest on loans from the a large bottle by Southern Express." and horn pipes, as well as vocal solos
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
for blre.
In the Way of .Toilet Requisites
choruses, In all of
government, that untenanted
farms Sold by Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. and harmonized
Highlanders
which
6how
Buppe.
the
the
that
FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
and grazing lands will be sold to neigh
Williams' Drug Store.
s
c
are well trained mu
Ladles can depend upon securli
1 rnr.i K x t is City, Saint Lout9 and
boring tenants and that three commis
Maryland Observes Anniversary.
sicians as well as light of foot. The
permanent relief from Irregular
loners will supervise the sales. The
Imported Bay Rum, Florida Wat
thl Ecatli, South- - painful
Baltimore. Md., March 25. This is
periods by using these wafei
advance to the tenants, through the Maryland's birthday, the anniversary novel bare kneed uniform, the kilt, is
Perfumes and Toilet Wate.
Palmer's
t!nvV.
picturesque
both
and
?t
To
attractive.
Safe and sure at all times.
provisions of the land bill, are limited of the landing at St. Mary's of the
the statement that the Kilties "are not
For smooth hands use Wlllian
Avoid worthless substitutes by purto 12,600 in the congested districts and colonists sent out in 1634 by George
a band" alone, comes a decided reconly from our agent.
Velvet Skin Lotion.
15,000 elsewhere. The bill will be Calvert, first Baron
Limited chasing Toilet
lie
of Baltimore. In
Co., Lowell, Mass., ImParis
come effective November 1. Mr. Wynd future it is purposed to celebrate the ommendation. Certainly the enormous
Prescriptions a specialty twer
porters.
ham said $750 minimum could safely day In the same manner that Massa- cowds of enthusiastic Americans who
M
Lfavi::g
at
P.
City
KaniSJ
experience.
0:30
have
Highlanders
cheered
to
the
the
W, Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
be advanced on Irish land, but he chusetts celebrates Patriots' Day and
echo In the 200 American cities al- aily, wi'.l take you to SpriugfitU, Mem corner Railroad avenue and Third
thought the scheme would not involve Texas Its independence
day. The state ready visited would lead to the impresmmm
his, Rirr.iingh.atti, Attit.i, Jacksonvilli street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
$500 minimum.
The Irish secretary board of education, at the suggestion
GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription Druoalsts. 117 West Rall-'f- id
Avenua.
for Bernalillo counir..
explained that while the maximum of the governor, has requested that sion that novelty and versatility in a md a'.l rolnt 4 i:t the Southeast.
Colorado Phone 63.
Automatic PhoZv 58.
charge on the English treasury would hereafter the day bet set apart in the band constitute Important elements in
The Kilties will appear at
Vcr il Mailed information apply to
not exceed $1,975,000 in a single year, Bchools for the study of an event in success.
B. A. SLEYSTER.
Colombo hall on March 28.
the reduction in the cost of the ad the Btate's history.
W.
G.
MARTIN
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
ministration of Ireland would amount
Millinery Opening,
A Remarkable Case.
FIRE INSURANCE,
CENERAL WSTBftN AGENT
to $250,000.
Mrs. L. H. Shoemaker, on Friday
Native and Chicago Lumber.'
REAL ESTATE,
One of the most remarkable cases of and Saturday afternoons and evenings,
HOC. 1?th St.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
a cold,
on the lungs, caus- March 271h and 28th,
Chicago' Dog Show Opens.
will
all
show
the
SHERWIN-WILLIAMPAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
ROOMS
CROMWKLL BLOCK.
Chicago, March 25. Owners of dogs ing pneumonia, Is that of Mrs. Ger- latest creations In Paris and American
DENVER, COLO.
E. Fenner, Marlon, Ind., who was
Morel Looka Bestl Wear Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
Automatic Telephone 174.
breeders of dogs and friends of dogs trude
A
ticket will be presented to
entirely cured by the use of One Mln-ut- makes.
Most Economlcatl Full Measure
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
j
generally are displaying a lively inter
Cough Cure. She says: "The each lady entitling her to a chance on
First 3tret sad Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
est In the third annual exhibition of coughing and straining so weakened a point lace "Lady Frances" collar.
the Chicago Kennel club, which opened me that I run down In weight from Everyone welcome.
today in the First Regiment armory 148 to 92 pounds. I tried a number of
o
Fresh Cut Flowers,
Dogs of all sizes, shapes, breeds and remedies to on avail until I used One
IN
DAILY
IVES, THE FLORIST.
1
nationalities are benched, and the Minute Cough Cure. Four bottles of
o
many valuable prizes hung up has had this wonderful remedy cured me enIt isn't too early to be thinking about
DO YOU WANT TREES?
tirely of the cough, strengthened my
the effect of making the competition lungs
and restored me to my normal that new Easter suit. We have 200 new
Seen in every class. Especial atten- weignt, neaita
and strength." B. H. exclusive epring patterns, made up In
tion has been given this year to the Briggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
"OLD RELIABLE"
Forest Trees, Shruball the latest styles, ready for your InESTABLISHED 1878
collie class and it is probable that bespection.
come
get
now,
Better
and
bery
fore the show closes there will be Indianapolis' New Federal Building. first, choice.
and
Strawberry
SIMON STERN,
Indianapolis, March 25. The corner
formed a western collie club similar to
The
Railroad
Avenue Clothier.
stone
for
new
the
federal
building
was
the Collie Club ot America. In addio
Acclamated-Nic- e
tion to the collies the exhibition Is not- laid today with public ceremonies. The
Aluminum house numbers; three for
able for the large number and high exercises, which were presided over by 25 cents, See C. A. Hudson, Second
5PECIAL ATTFNTION OIVF.N TO PACKING AND SHIPPINQ
class of the fox terriers, 8L Bernards, Congressman Overstreet, were preced avenue.
Great Danes and bull dogs on show. ed uy a big parade of the civic and fra
Send for Pi lea Llit-V- our
Patronage Solicited.
80LID COMFORT.
The show continues through the re- ternal organizations of the city. The
Carrtt tb Larf ett
Flour, O rain
For a hot fire on a cold day our Cer- mainder of the week and the attend- new leqeral building will be one of
Exteuiv
ud fleet
Stock at
Hahn,
ance, Judging from the indications to- the most costly and nandsome public rillos lump beats them all.
and Provision!.
.
Staple Groceries
structures or its kind in the entire both 'phones.
day, will be unusually large.
Car let apecialtj.
country. It will occupy an entire block
found aouthwnt.
facing University Park In the heart of
GRANT RIVENBURG, Proprietor
London and Its Fogs.
fcHnute
FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
London, Mar. 25. Eighteen months the business section.
For Cough?, Colds and Croup.
ago the London county council apRailroad Avenue
Tragedy Averted.
Albuquerque
pointed a committee to inquire into
"Just in the nick of time our little
causes
the
of London fogs. This com' boy was saved." writes Mrs. W.Wat-kins- ,
mittee seems still to remain In, a fog
of Pleasant City, Ohio. "Pneuabout the matter, for they recommend monia bad played sad havoc with him
V- - JVM
the council ;o spend no more money and a terrible cough set in besides
Up-to-Dat- e...
on the inquiry. But the meteorological doctors treated him, but he grew worse
,r
.if
every
day.
length
At
we
tried Dr.
office has furnished the council with
COME, DON'T BE LATE
King's New Discovery for consumpBome interesting facts about London's tion,
our
and
darling
was
show
We
can
you a nice new and complete stock of all kinds of
saved. He's
fogs, which seem to be caused by a now sound,
well." Everybody
Carriages, Buggies, Road Wagons, Phaetons and Standhopes, ect.
high barometer, a low thermometer, ought to know,and
it's the only sure cure
and a low temperature of the Klver for coughs, colds and all lung diseases
BAIN and OLD HICKORY Farm Wagons, Harness and Saddles.
Only the best grades carried-eve- ry
foot
Thames. Observation showed that Guaranteed by all druggists. Price 50c
once during a dense fog the teuipcia- and $1.00. Trial bottles free.
tested to
pound pressure.
your
ture in the street was 10 degrees lower
WATCHMAN BEAT UP.
neighbors who have used it, if it is not
than on the roof of the meteorological
office, and the fact is further pointed A Couple of Hoboes Caused Trouble at
as represented v o m h 0 ot v
out that the effects of smoke are much
Isleta.
greater than might be supposed. In
Watchman Moore, of the Santa Fe,
at Isleta, id now confined In the St.
Joseph'n hospital, suffering from a
;
few bruises about the head, received
i
in a mix up with a couple of hoboes
at Isleta last night.
Mr. Moore was brought to the city at
Our Trices are extremely low," Let us prove this to you.
2 o'clock this morning. The men whj
WHOLESALE HARD WAKE
beat him up are lodged in the city
113-115-11- 7
South First Street
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Jail, and will be given a hearing as
KELLY

ACQUITTED.

Cor-vell-

(Tloudcroft

d

SATURDAY,

March 28

"The Kilties"
Canada's Crack
Military Band

I

Or W. Strong; &

GROSS

e

Sons
&

0

Pelts

ttPASO-NOKmEuTCR-
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Silver
Avenue
Stable

fifty-sevent-

fere's

-

Iff

qwT'twp.?'

Ill

Scotch-Canadian-

1

Southessisrn

J. C.

.

deep-seate-

BALDRIDGE

d

12-1-

1

o

Trees! Trees! Trees!

ADVERTISE

THE

CITIZEN

o

Fruit Trees,

Plants.

Thoroughly

..Santa,

One

Cough Cure

Clean Stock

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.

Fe Nursery..

...Styles

300

K adds mewdeHgh!

YV

to pastry

.0

Ask

1

WHITNEY CO

J. KORBER & CO.

Corner First St. and Copper Ave,

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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JUST RIGHT

THE HOME.

The Groceries you buy bere are just right.
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

Coffee

40-cc- nt

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. MALOY,

214 W. Railroad Ave

oocoKaoocKooooooo
ARE YOU LOOKING

for a fine body Brussels for your parlor? Won't need a telescope to locate
It here if you guide your footsteps in
our direction. But Brussels carpets
are ly no means the masure of our
carpet capacities here are choice
royal wlltons, extra super
Ingrains, "all rightly priced. All kinds
of floor coverings.

INFORMATION FREE.
Why walk all over town hunting for rooms and board?
We have a great many desirable rooms in all parts of the city.
Agents for Camp Bernie 22 miles from Albuquerque
Terms Very Reasonable.

Purdy

&

Beaven's Coal Office

602 South First Street

245 and 300
The above numbers draw the clock and ring,
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

The Jeweler
-

Meat Market

W AM

STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

MASONIC BUILDIK8.

N. THIRD BTBFh'

RUPPE,

B.

TRUS8.

PRESCRIPTIONS I

CANADIAN

BABY.

NINETY-YEAR-OL- D

Headquartera for Carpeta, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket
House Furnishing Gooda.

and having the house renovated for the Spring and Summer you will of
course see what Is needed in every room from the kitchen to the par-lo- r
then come in and see how well and reasonably we can supply
your want.

r York Zoo
Giant Tortolae In tin-Thai la On of (hp Kew nllca
I Ida PUnifae

A,

For the Floors

y

,

COOL.
Easjr to Wear.
A pressure oa
y Hip or Back,
I No undtrstraps.
I Never move.

Severs.!
Hernia

Contort.

Mutual Telephone

J.'H.

43.

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. fl.

No. 303
I

O'RIELLY &

Carpet, Rug, Linoleum and
Matting
prices.

f

SAMPLE

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

CLUB BOOS.

9

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
120 W.

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND

ELMO

L'D

Free Delivery to all
Old Phone 247

Sole agents for

5aa Antonio Lime.

Parlor

Ostrich Dusters from -

II . O'Rielly & Co.

1.

3

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Old Phone 188
New Pnone 216

Parte of the City.
North Third Street

SHEET AND METAL WORKS
T. O. AJ1ES,
Proprietor.

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
Alt Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

C00-000-

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

0

P.

styles and all

In all

For the Windows
Lace

Curtain, Draperies and

Shade.

For the Tables
Elegant
Doylies.
-- JW
ar

i

Vt .
a

.m., T.i

Linen, . Napkin

and

uM

CICaK)KJOtKeKro

ZEIGER CAFE

j!

QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

jj

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS I
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WINS A COGNAC.
Th. Coolest and Hlflhest Grade of Lager aerv.d.
Finest and Best Imported and Oom.atlo Cigar.

0O03CCCC9C4X)KOXDttC

FURNITURE

- CROCKERY

mmmm
IWsaajas.Bwfwif.

4

Smm

040000040 I

& B.

IRONJ3EDS--Woo-

Put Up lnRoll Complete, With Fixture for Laying.

Write for Booklet an Sample

J.

C. BALDRIDGE,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

or Steel

COTS

MATTRESSES-A- II

Borradaile & Co.,

117

Qoid Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U S DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
raid up Capital, burplus and profits
$200,000.00
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.'

Joshua S. Raynnlds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
- AB. McMillan.
v
H. F. Raynolds,

THE BOY'S SUIT
It willT'pay best to'buy for him good, all
wool clothes, those of fast color and lasting good shape; that are strongly built,
have redouble seat ; have good, strong
pockets. Buy our kind of Hoys' Clothes
if you want the best. They're all made
by the best boys' clothing makers in
America. Double-breaste- d
and
for
Suits
boys of from
Cassimeres, Worsteds,
7 to 15 yea.s.
Cheviots
and Scotches hundreds of
them, We've outdone our efforts of the
past with our line of Boys' Clothes. And
such quality why, it asserts itself at
every 'point in the fabric, stylo, make
and finish.
single-breaste-

LOANS.
In sums to suit.
Address, postofilce box 383, Albuquerque, N. M.

MONEY TO LOAN

Early Risers

The f nmous littta pills.

d.

OUR HOUUY.

Dress good? and silks In a varl- ety that will please the most fas- tldious; prices to please the most
critical and economical.
LION STORE.

Kinds

EASY PAYMENTS

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Furnished house with
garden, near Indian school. Inquire
of W. II. McMilllon, the real estate
agent.

e

d

ua ?3ara

ART SRUARES, PILLOWS, COHFORTS,
LAMPS, GLASSWARE AND TRUNKS

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE Top buggy, 6 year old
family horse, also a good upright
piano; cheap for cash. Room 28
House, Strong building.
FDR SALE FreEh cows at reasonable
prices at Kelly's, five and a halt
miles south of the city.
FOR SALE A furnished restaurant
and lodging house In connection; the
best location in the city, close to
depot and shops; will sell at a bar
gain. Inquire 107 South First street.
FOR SALE Four houses on South
First street, as follows: One a 12
room; two, four rooms each, and one
five rooms; cause, leaving city. Will
sell at bargain.
Address Frank
Daniels, 1413 South First street.

NEEDS NO PAINTING.

- js

y

WANTED Men for steady employ.
ment; salary $50 per month. Call at
Hoffman bouse, or address Leslie
Warfel, Albuquerque, N. M.

MALTHOID - ROOFING

Iron Work to Order

STREET

from 50c $1.50
- - - 50c to $3.00

1

ALBUQUERQUE

315 SECOND

FINE LINE OF

COME AND EXAMINE.

Qoods.
IIOUORS.

A

er
Feath
Dusters
Best line of
to
Dusters

Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and drain.
Imported French and Italian

CO.

Corner Second St. and Gold Ave.
JUST RECEIVED

THE ST.

and

...While You're Dusting...

KILTIES

Capture New York Musical Soldiers
are Well Received at the Garden.
It was "Hands Across the Sea" or
rather across the Canadian border
All thing! ct'ti.it! red. (be higgM at the Madison Square Garden. "The
Kilties" Highlanders Band of Canada
i!d minimis
baby among; all the
was the medium of the mighty stretch.
uwued by t lie .New Ycrk Zm.lngical
nil infant tnrit is net an animal A crowd of Americans filled the great
lit a !i, but a re pi i!e -- one of the 1. e ril of auditorium to hear the crack music
riitivt-sntestt'ilo, ur (.ii.nt ttiuiM-sInns In king's scarlet and Scotch kilts
lie t;nl:ij!Hi'i ivhui s. mijs Wtnituift play. And their welcome was warm.
llon.i' Companion. With his fnurenm-pauion- s
The program began with the "Star
be forms one of the few relic
Spangled Banner" and closed with
e have left tn us ff the life e f tl e
"America" ami "God Save the King,"
Pleoeene ape; tlier? t.rt in s are the sung by the band.
f tie preliittm-irepOne of the chief Items of any worn-an- ' ioie survivors
It was a remarhablo concert In many
dress is the arrangement of her tiles. Tb young tt l ml is the ni.all-es- t ways, for It Included bagpipe virtuose-ly- ,
CO
he
in
herd;
th
weighs
enly
hair. To have It combed back smooth
Scottish dances, songs and instruand tight and tightly twisted Into a Ki:nd. II is exact sjjr is not jxultive-l- mental music a variety of accomplishIs
variously
it
s
known, but
tiinnted ments few bands can boast of. And
common knot will make a common
looking woman out of one of the most that be must bnve fien frmti Ml to loo among the Instrumental numbers were
interesting. Whatever Is done a wom- venrs. That .eetns rutin r eld fur a several American airs which were cer
com-paran should never part the hair In the baby, but he is a child in
with his relative n testiuio tainly novel to American ears In their
middle and comb It down with an 1830
unique arrangement.
slope ta the ears and pull it back tight. vieina who carries r n r broad back
The old Scottish airs aa they were
is
four feet throe iiul.es by four
It will make a stupid looking woman (it
played last night by the "Kilties" were
c
und
feet
inches)
teven
the
out of the most brilliant. Have some
ff something over four cen- remarkably fine.
sort of a direct roach from the temples weight
In their special
fieid the native
turies, and who tips the scale at 325
unless the front hair Is waved and pounds.
Scots' music they were simply de,
brought down In a picturesque way.
lightful. Well drilled, they play with
Americana la Canada.
precision and with appreciation of
was
fish
In eating
in former limes it
A newspaper correspondent
who their work. New York Journal, Suntaken from a fork supplemented by a ayt that he has watched the changes day, January 12, 1902.
bit of bread. Nowadays a silver knife in the population of Canada for SO
"The Kilties" will be at Colombo
Is allowable forks and knives for Ash years denies that there baa been a
being made of special pattern. The very large fmiuigration from the Uni- ha'l on March 28.
King of England takes bis Ash with ted States to the western provinces,
COMING EVENT8.
two forks, but In democratic America and makes the additional charge that
the knife Is preferred to the second the Canadian census is regularly pad
March 28 "The Keltles," forty mu
fork. All vegetables are eaten with ded, lie says tnat the reports claimed slclans, at Colombo hall.
a fork; asparagus with a knife and an increase of 1.000,000 all of foreign
April 17 Woodmen Circle ball, Co
fork, although it may be taken up birth between 1881 and isui, while the lombo hall.
of
immigration
statistics
showed that
with Angers If one prefers to do so.
May 5 President
Roosevelt will
A very safe rule at table, however. Is ' but 38,000 persons of foreign birth had
visit Albuquerque.
never to touch any food with the An- entered Canada during that period.
gener- He does not believe that more than 20,- gers, olives and hors
000 or 30,000 Americans have settled
CLASSIFIED ADS.
ally excepted.
0 western Canada,
Many of the trials of the modern
Note All classified advertisements
or ratter "liners," one cent a word tor
housewife are to be traced directly to f TH Toaaajeat Garttrad Dak.
I Wot fop a century has tha Oartar
each insertion. Minimum charge for
the inability to control and regulate
bestowed upon so young a man any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
the heat of the oven for baking pies teen
the
duke
of Marlborough, Consuelo In order to lnsare proper classification
t
and cakes. Very often the most care- tVanderbilt's
ail "liners" should be left at this of
husband. Four of hi
fully prepared cake may be spoiled even predecessore
in the dukedom dee not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
Just because the oven was either too got the Carter, ae did six of the
seven,
WANTED.
hot or too cold. When the oven is too dukes of Rutland, six of the 11
duket
may
temperature
be reduced 'of Bedford, four of the ten duke
hot the
WANTED
A
baker; good wages lor
of
by putting in a pan of cold water. Leeds, and ell of th eight duke of
a sober, industrious man. Write or
When baking in an oven that is too hot Devonshire.
.
call on W. Ledium, Belen, N. M.
at the top fill a dripping pan about an
WANTED, MANAGER
Trustworthy
D Wct'a" Klaaaaaa.
inch deep with cold water and place It II
lady or gentleman to manage bus!
We
Gen.
Be
f,
ike
Boer
conleader,
on the top grate of the oven. Should
ness In this county and adjoining
the oven be too hot on the bottom, put tends that the'nanie of De Witt or
territory for well and favorably
so
common
in
this country, origa grate or an old pie pan under the ar- inally was
known
house of solid financial
the same as his. Therefore,
ticle that Is to be baked.
standing; $20 straight cash salafy
Ihe claims to hate many distant kiut-me- n
and expenses, paid each Monday by
in the United States.
Cinnamon Rolls: Take two pints of
check direct from headquarters;
dough, two eggs, a lump of lard twice
expense money advanced; position
Chickens for sate; all layings par
the size of an egg, one cupful of sugar,
permanent. Address Thomas Cooper,
512 West Mar
mix thoroughly and divide into halves. ties leaving town;
Manager, 1030 Caxton BIdg., Chicago
Roll one part to half an Inch, spread quette avenue.
WANTED At once, a coatmaker, also
with butter, sprinkle with cinnamon
a pant and vest maker; steady work
BIDS WANTED.
and grated nutmeg. Scatter a cupful
and good prices to good men. Adof raisins or French currants over It
Sealed bids will be received on and
dress W. E. Hart, Winslow, Ariz.
and begin at once edge and roll up. up to April 17, 103, for
the construc- WANTED A girl for general houseCut with a knife Into sections about an
superstructure
tion
the
of
of the Elks
work and nurse. Apply 720 South
Inch and a half deep and place on their
Opera House (except heating and
Third street.
ends in a pan. Let rise very light and plumbing.)
Plans and specifications WANTED Lady teacher would care
bake about twenty minutes.
This
for children, or take light employ
quantity fills a jelly cake pan nicely. will be furnished March 30, at the
of Rankin & Co., North Second
ment; salary no object. Address
Before the sections are placed In the office
"C." this office.
pan each end should be pinched se- street. A certified check In sum of
curely over the fruit to prevent It from $2,500 must accompany each bid. Bids WANTED Highest price paid for
will be opened Saturday, April 18, at 2
gents' second hand clothing and
scorching.
o'clock p. m. The building committee
tools. Send address and will call. R.
Sweeny. 615 South First strAct
Banana Cream: One cunful of milk reserves the right to reject any and
one cupful of water, one heanlne tea- - all bids.
D. J. RANKIN,
WANTED Traveling man; salary $80
spoonful of cornstarch, one even tea- Chairman.
monin; an expenses: i.'5 cash re
quired. Call at Hoffman bouse, or
address Leslie Warfel, Albuquerque,

9

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

N. M.
LIGHT.

Retains

jwiih

A

Albert Faber.

0

De-,wi-

THIRD STREET

c

Scalloped Caho&gp Wash and chop
a head of cabbage and cook It in boiling salted water for twenty minutes.
Drain in a colander, put it in a baking
dish and pour over a sauce made as
follows: Melt four tablospoonsful of
butter and stir in gradually four level
tablesnconsful of flour. Add one quart
of milk, stirring constantly and when
It bolls put In six hard boiled eggs
chopped fine, two teaspoonsful of salt
and a (lash of pepper. Sprinkle the
top with bread crumbs an. I bits of butter ami bnke in a quick oveu for fifteen
minutes.

I

Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. Ouo
to twelve months time is given.
Wkjout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain in your possession. GET
OUIt RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant BulMIng,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

1

Boarding and Rooming House Agency

SILVER

One of the fundamental rules of etiquette to observe Is the manner of sitting down at the table. One should
not sit on the edge of the chair nor
sideways. The tack should not rest
continually against the chair. An easy,
upright position Is the proper one.
The feet should rest on the floor and
one should sit far enough away from
the plate to be able to use knife and
fork without awkwardness.

HONEY TO LOAN
Pianos, organs,

On Furniture,

y

West End Viaduct
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenu

AMERICAN

one-hal-

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

11

Futrelle Furniture Co.

Grant

spoonful of sugar, one half saltspoon-f- l
of salt, two bananas, bIx lady Anf
pint of cream. Slice the
gers,
bananas and place them I na glass
dish in alternate layers, with four lady
Angers split In two. Put the milk and
water In a saucepan, add the sugar,
salt and the cornstarch diluted In a
little cold water. When It has thickened pour It over the ananas and let
stand until cold and ready to serve.
Then cover the top with whipped
cream. Split and break In two the remaining lady Angers and place them
upright about the edge.

1

THE LEA DINQ CL O THIER IN ALBUQUERQUE

0

c
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Nrt'ftl Catarrh aulcklv ydU to treat- tnrnt by Lly's Cream Halm, which is ftgivc.
pacers would be Included In ably aromatio. It is received through the
nemtrils, oloanftes and bonis tlio whole surthe card for the eomlnsc race meeting face
over Which it diffuses Itwlf. Druggists
at Overland park, which opens on June sell the 60c. siz;
Trial sue by mini, 10
20 and will continue until July 4, in cents. Test it and you are sure to coutiuao
elusive, says tht Denver Republican the treatment.
The added purse is given In compli
Announcement.
To accommodate luotie who are partial
ance with numerous requests from
horsemen throughout the west who to the use of atomizers in applying liquids
The Detroit fans don't like the nick- mated. The New York grounds will be have youngsters which they are anx iuto tho nasal passages for culnrrhal iron-bit- s, o
the proprietors prepare Cream Holm in
name of 'Tigers," and wish It changed between One Hundred and Sixty-fiftious to train for the present season. liquid form, which will be known as Ely's s
to "Wolverines."
and One Hundred and Sixty-eightAlready over ten owners have pledged Liquid Cream Balm. Prico including the
Brooklyn has ordered Catcher "Jim" streets, Eleventh avenue and Fort themselves to enter In the race and It praying tube i 75 cents. Druggists or by
IleGuIre to report for 1903, under the Washington avenue. The president of is possible that a new record for west- mail. 'J'lio liquid form embodies the medthe New York league team will be Jos. ern bred
contract he broke to play in Detroit
sldewheciers may icinal properties of (he solid preparation.
a builder and coal and wood be made. The event will bo raced on
Pitcher Joe Corbett. who will play Gordon,
from whom the foot racers obtained
with the Chicago National league team dealer, a member of Tammany hall the second Tuesday of the meeting.
o1
A purse of t"(0 will be hung up for an asgrcgate of $l00,0m, assisted In o'
here next Monday afternoon Is said to and of the New York Athletic club. As
Day,
sociated
with
him
B.
will
John
be
prosecution.
the
the event. Entries will be received at
le receiving $3,000 a year.
the old base ball man, once president
The
wrestling matchThe Colorado Springs Western lea- of the New York league club. The once and until the 15th of April, when
the first payment of $10 on the nomin- es at Columbia last Saturday night for
gue team will commence the season grounds are
the largest In the country
must be made. The second pay- the intercollegiate championship refar in advance of the team that repre- averaging 780x820 vards. There will be ation
ment of $15 must be made on May 15, sulted In a tie.
sented that city two years ago.
a seating capacity of 18,000 spectators when the horse must be named.
Jimmy Britt, the California light- o1
Chicago Nationals have found that
The property belongs to the New
Secretary Wahlgreen has completed
the wet weather on the coast makes York Institute for the Wind and has the list of entries In the early closing weight, has been matched to fight "Chimore pore arms and legs than In Chi- been leased by the American league events. All of the classes filled com- cago" Joe Daly at Butt Mont., the
first week in April.
cago. The dampness seems to stick.
cljb for ten years.
fortably and from the list of owners
Casper Leon, the old lime bantamIt
alter Preston, who last year occuis evident that there will be fast
Ten thousand demons gnawing away
weight, announces his reentry in the
pied the center garden of the Denver
In
fields
all
of
new
event.
the
Some
at one's vitals couldn't be much worse
Western league team, has been re- than the tortures of itching piles. Yet names are noted In the list, one of the ring. Casper Is out with a challenge
leased, and goes to help strengthen there's a cure. Doan's Ointment never notable entries being that made by A. to all 115 pound boys.
One man who has become wealthy
M. Carr, of Butte, Mont., who manages
th Colorado Springs team. '
fails.
the Chrlstobel stable, owned by Will- through the fighting game is "Sam"
Arthur Cavanaugh, one of the best
Harris, manager of "Terry" McGovern.
iam A. Clark, Jr.
NICKNAMES.
ball players in the southwest, will play
The list for stakes 7, 8, 21 and 22 Is Harris formerly was a larndry wagon
with the Drowns this reason should What the Ball Team
Representing not complete, owing to the fact that driver in New York, wh.-- he got hold
they complete an organization. His po
Different Cities Are Called.
the conditions for these races, which of "Terry," and he at once started in
sition is first base, but can be used
Each ball team representing the big are to be held
In any otbr position.
under the auspices of to niaku money.
league cities, as well as those of other
A nev record was established In the
Fred Kaymer. the popular base ball cities are known all over the country the Gentlemen's Driving club of Denplajvr. paid this office a pleasant call by their nickname. Some of them are ver were not decided upon by the club special potato race by Clias. P. Lucas,
until last night. The entries will be of Kentucky university, at the recent
this morning. Fred Is en route from us follows:
kept open until the end of this week. indoor collegiate athletic meet in St.
the coast to Columbus, Ohio, where he
St. Louis American league team
The list of entries in the early closing Louis. The former world's record In
will play an infield position with the Browns.
events:
the event was 39
and Lucas gatherteam representing that city In the
St. Louis National league team
Stake No. 3, 2:20 pace, $1.000 Jas, ed the potatoes in 36 flat.
American association.
Cardinals.
A. Sprague, Selden. Kas.: W. L. Trim
"Jim Jaw" Corbett boosted his show
Bert Jones, who played ball and was
Chicago American White Sox.
ble, Albuquerque, N. M.; Wood & Mor. at New Haven by saying: "While I
in the cigar business In this city, has
Chicago Nationals Orphans.
gan,
Durango,
C.
Colo.: J.
Barnett, Al do not wish to seem boastful, I am
again signed with Coloratio Springs.
New York Giants.
buquerque, N. M.; Geo. H. Estabrook confident that In our coming match
Great things are expected of him by
Philadelphia Quakers.
Denver, Colo.; R. F. Stubbs, La Junta Jeffries will go down in defeat in fifthe management, and he will likely deBoston Heaneaters.
Colo.; Eclipse Livery company (R. T, teen rounds or less. The fight will not
liver the goods. It Is in him to do so.
Washington Senators.
Covey,) Pueblo, Colo.; Chrlstobel Sta last twenty rounds; of
that you may
Of all the pitchers who have played
Brooklyn Superbas.
bles (A. M. Carr), Butte, Mont.; Geo, be sure."
in this city, none has done work that
Baltimore Orioles.
S. Newman, Aspen, Colo.; A. R. Gu- equalled that of "Lefty."
Cleveland Blue Birds.
The American cyclist, Joe Nelson
maer, Florence, Colo.; Edwin Gaylord, won
a match against Jimmy Michael
Tigers.
Detroit
If George Davis joins the New York
H. S. Brown. Denver. Colo.: n. F. A.
at
on Sunday, covering ten kilo
Paris,
Cincinnati Reds.
National league team for practice,
l
Fleming, Philadelphia, Pa.; E. A. Col metres (6.214
Pittsburg Pirates.
miles) in eight minutes
Pulllam will make public a forburn, Denver.
thirty-seveColorado Springs Millionaires.
mal statement as to the stand the
and three-fifthseconds
No. 4,
Stake
trot. $500
and twenty kilometres (12.428 miles)
Denver Grizzles.
will take in the matter. There is
Mrs. A. V. Hunter, Leadvllle, Colo.;
no hope that Davis will be allowed to
Omaha Kidnapers.
minutes seventeen and
Hopkins & Richardson, Boise, Idaho; in seventeen
s
play unless he goes about the task of
Kansas City Blues.
seconds.
A. J. Campion, Denver: A. R. Gnmaer.
securing bis release from Chicago, as
Louisville Colonels.
Florence, Colo.; F. L. Sigcl, Gus Helm.
8EVERE ATTACK OF GRIP
Indianapolis Hooaiers.
required by base ball law.
Denver; Simon Spry, Alliance, Neb.;
Milwaukee Brewers.
The following players of the Denver
A. J. Blxler, New Castle, Wyo.; E. A. Cured by One Bottle of Chamberlain'
St. Paul Saints.
Western league team had reported up
Colburn, Denver.
Cough Remedy.
Minneapolis
Millers.
to Monday: Delehanty, Webster, BarStake No. 13, 2:15 pace. $1.000 Joe
"When I nan an attacK of the grip
These names are given in some In- Barnett, Albuquerque,
ber, Whltridge. Hartzell. Unithink.
N. M.; S. A. last winter (the second one) I actually
Fettes. Schlie, Latimer. McCausland, stances on account of something that Martin, Denver; Hopkins & Richard- curea myself with one bottle of Cham
Lempke. Mohler, Radcliffe. McHale, has happened In the city they repre- son, Boise, Idaho; M. Johnson, Fort ueriains Cough Remedy," says
Frank
Frisk, Painter and Jones. Those yet sent which has brought general atten- Worth, Texas; Chrlstobel Stables A. W. Perry, editor of the Enteprlso,
of
to report are Eyler, McCloskey, Dun-do- tion to it, as in the case of Omaha, M. Carr), Butte, Mont; Ollie Dillon, fcnortsviue, N. Y. "This is
the honest
and Carrlsch. This makes a list that team being called "Kidnapers" on Denver; A. R. Gumaer, Florence, truth. I at times kept from coughing
of twenty-on- e
players, which will prob-- account of the Pat Crowe episode. The Colo.; Edwin Gaylord, Denver; Har myself to pieces by taking a teaspoon- aniy lie added to, as Jergenson, Quer Baltimore team were nicknamed the vey Birch, J. H. Thatcher, Pueblo; W. rui or this remedy.and
when
risen and two others have been of "Orioles" on account of the combina- J. Meikelham, Denver; B. F. A. Flem- ing speu would come on the couch
fered chances to try out with the boys tion of colors In their uniform; the ing, Philadelphia; Robert S. Gutshall, would take a dose and It at night I
seemed that
and demonstrate
their ability to two St. Louis teams are also named Denver; Thomas S. Burns, Colorado in the briefest interval the cough
from
the
colors
they
wear,
as
well
as Springs; George K. Brown, Denver; would pass off
make tood."
and I would go to sleen
Cleveland and the Chicago Ame'rican E. R.
Stark,
perfectly
Colorado
Springs;
Geo.
free
from
cough and its ac
team.
Burdock Blood Bitters gives a man
W. Cook, Denver; W. J. Carr, El Paso, companying pains. To say that the
a clear head, an active brain, a strong,
Texas; E. A. Colburn, Denver.
remedy acted as a most agreeable surORIGINAL RULES.
vigorous body makes him fit for the
Stake No. 16, 2:25 trot, $1,000 Geo. prise is putting it very mildly. I had
lattle of life.
The Game of Base Ball a Played Fifty H. Estabrook, Denver; C. B. Lewis, no idea that It would or could knock
Year Ago.
Trinidad, Colo.; Ollie Dillon, Ed out the grip, simply because I
NEW YORK GIANTS.
The Knickerbocker club of New Woodworth, Denver; A. R. Gumaer, never tried it for such a purpose, had
but it
Most Wonderful Aggregation of Ball York was the first one organized to Florence, Colo.; Edwin Gaylord, J. B. did, and it seemed with the second at
Play the now national game of base Davis, Denver; A. E. Bartlett, Colo- tack of coughing
the remedy caused it
Player.
Base ball players and fans through- bal.l and was the one from which the rado Springs; A. D. Morehead, Den- to not only be of less duration, but the
succeeding
clubs derived their rules ver; K. Machermid, Colorado Springs; pains were far less severe, and I had
out the country have been keeping a
not used the contents of one bottle beclose eye on New York, the latest ad- of playing. The organization bears E. A. Colburn, Denver.
Stake No. 20,
fore Mr. Grip had bid me adieu." For
trot, $300
dition to the American league circuit. date September 23, 1845, when playing
This team will begin the season with rules were adopted, which are given Mrs. A. V. Hunter, Leadville, Colo.; A. sale by all druggists.
and present a curious contrast R. Gamaer, Florence, Colo.; Simon
o
the greatest number of players new to below,
Serious Accident.
Spry. Alliance, Neb.; George Ly sight.
the league. There will be ten men out to those now in vogue:
very
accident occurred at
of the eighteen under the charge of to First the bases shall be from home Leadville, Colo.; Thomas Stark, G. A. theA round serious
house this morning, which
second base, forty-twpaces; from Warth, Colorado Springs; C. K. Wiley,
Manager Griffith that have never
paces, Denver; A. O. Blxler, New Castle, came very nearly ending the life of
worn an American league uni first to third base, forty-twDick Morrison. Morrison is a machinequidistant.
Wyo.; E. A. Colburn, Denver.
form. Of course eight of these are old
ist's helper and was engaged in driving
game
The
twenty-onto
consist
of
Gentlemen's
Driving
club,
specials
National leaguers, and it Is from these
a
men the American league expects the counts, or aces; but at the conclusion Nos. 7, 8, 21 and 22 George H. Esta- Heside rod key out with a heavy sledge.
was striking upward and in some
utrengrh of the new club. The men an equal number of hands must be brook, W. O. Reynolds, J. Gavin, Ed- way
missed the key and struck himself
win Gaylord. E. O. Adamson, A. S.
new to the organization in the New played.
In the head with the heavy hammer,
Third
The
ball
Donaldson,
must
L.
pitched
H.
be
Wall,
S.
S.
and
Bernard,
York club are: O'Connor, Beville, J
J. Fred Roberts, Denver; A. R. Gu- inflicting a severe, but not necessarily
'Tannehili.
Chesbro, Wolf, Ganzel, not thrown, for the bat.
f ourth A ball knocked out the maer, Florence; S. S. Bernard, Colo- fatal, wound.
Jong. "Lefty" Davis, Keoler and Court- He was conveyed to the hospital,
field, or outside the range of the first rado Springs.
Boy. The pitching end of the new club
where at last accounts he was resting
of
third
base,
is
The
foul.
in
entries
the
other
harness
in the American league will be strong,
easy and no serious results are looked
Fifth Three balls being struck at events close May 15.
and the men handling the big mit have
for,
unless unexpected complications
and
missed,
and
the
one
caught.
last
reputations that will stand service. is a
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the kid- set In. Las Vegas Record.
hand out; If not caught is consid
"The batting of the Infield ought to be
fair, and the striker is bound to neys and bladder right. Contains nothabove the average and that will hold ered
Dr. Wood's Norway
Pine Syrup
ing injurious. .Mvarado Pharmacy.
run.
true in regard to the outfield, providseems especially adapted to the needs
o
Sixth
If
a
ball
be
tipped.
struck,
or
ing Keeler is held. Looking at the inof the children.
GENERAL SPORTING NOTES.
Pleasant to take;
field, which Is the mainstay of every and caught, either flying or on the first
soothing
its
in
Influence.
It is the rem"pitcher and both Griffith and Chesbro bound, it is a hand out.
F. A. Walllams has been
edy of all remedies for every form of
A
Seventh
player
running
the
tare meu who depend largely on their
president of the Denver Aathletlc club. throat and lung disease.
backing in a hard game there is bases shall be out if the ball is in the
Harvard won the Intercollegiate
an
hands
of
adversary
on
the base, or whist
Mrs. Bamuim, at ner panor, No.
much talent and ability, but whether it
championship recently by defeat
105 South First street, over the Hyde
can be welded together Into a unit in the runner is touched with it before he ing Columbia.
his base; it being understood.
Exploring Expltion store, U prepared
the work to be accomplished is hard to makes
Yale and Harvard have signed a new tc give thorough scalp treatment,
de
surmise. John Ganzel, who has always however, that In no instance is a ball agreement on
athletics. Nothing in it hair dressling, treat corns, bunion
been good at fielding, but whose stick to be thrown at him.
Eighth
A player running who shall as to not killing football players.
and Ingrowing nails. She give maswork and base running are not above
The limited round bout between Joe sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
criticism, will bold down first base, prevent an adversary from catching
"Jimmy" Williams, who played with or getting the ball before making his Choynski, of California, and "Philadel- Bambini' own preparations of comphia Jack" O'Brien, which was to have plexion cream build up
is a hand out.
the skin and
the Albuquerque's during the fair, and base,
Ninth Three hands out, all out.
been decided in Philadelphia on March Improve the complexion, and are
was here with the
will be at
31,
has
Players
ben
Tenth
must
postponed until April 6.
take their
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
the second bag. Williams is a good
Griff Jones, the Brooklyn bantam, also prepares a hair tonic that cures
man witn the stick and batted over strike in regular turn.
Eleventh All disputes and differ and Johnny Powers, of Roston, have and prevents dandruff and hair falling
300 last season with the Balfmore
club, but he is known as an Individual ences relative to the game, to be de been matched to meet In the star bout out; restores life to dead hair; rehitter, who can hit bard when there elded by the umpire, from which there of ten rounds at 108 pounds before the move moles, warts and superfluous
Lenox Athletic club of Boston oa hair. Give her a trial. She also ha
is no one on base, but is not to be re- is no appeal.
Twelfth No ace or base can be March 27.
a very fine tooth powder which shf
lied upon to bring home a man on sec
guarantee to be free from all metallic
ond. His uatunl position and the one made on a foul strike.
The
important
long
most
of
list
the
Thirteenth A runner cannot be put of proposed
substances. It perfume the breath,
he likes best is third. Herman Long
year
world's
sporting
fair
In
making
out
one
base, when a balk events will be
harden the gums and makes the teeth
of the Boston Nationals, Is slated for
World's
handithe
Fair
cap (for all ages), which will be run clean and white. It is highly recomfchortstop. Conroy, once f. member of Is made by the pitcher.
Fourteenth But one base allowed at the
Connie Mack's Milwaukee aggregation
world's fair track. It will be mended by all first class dentists. Alin the American league, will take care when a ball bounds out of the field worth $50,000 $35,000 of which goes so a face powder, a freckle cure, and
strick.
when
Denver
Post.
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
of the third bag. By switching the in
to the winner.
field of the club about the team could
are purely vegetaA Fort Scott, Kas., dispatch says: these preparation
La grippe coughs yeild quickly to
undoubtedly be strengthened, putting the wonderful curative qualities of Robert Browrlgbt, known as "Black ble compounds. Give her a tital.
Ganzel on first. Long on second, Con Foley's Honey and Tar. There Is noth- Foot,"5 leader of the Webb City foot Automatic telephone 490.
roy on thort and Williams on third. ing else "Just as good."
Alvarado race swindlers, who have operated exWhen the ability of Beville behind the Pharmacy.
tensively over the country during the
YOU MAKE A BLUNDER
bat, Adkins and Wolf in the pitchers
last two years, has been convicted at
OVERLAND PARK MEETING.
if you don't look at our dress
box and Courtney as an outfielder are
Mount Vernon, Mo., and sentenced to U goods and silks before buying
thoroughly
known
the
relative Several Albuquerque Horse
Hav three year in the penitentiary. Two
elsewhere; variety and values un- strength of the newest acquisition to
Been Entered.
of hi associates, Ellis and Brumley,
matched in rival stores.
Ban Johnson's organization compared
Announcement was made Saturday were convicted and sentenced to the
LION STORE.
with the seven other dubs can be esti- - by Secretary G. A. Walgreen, of the same punishment. Thirteen victims.
Denver Overland Raring association,

Gossip of Base Ball
and Other Sports

ft

that an additional harness race for

IThe

a

Citizen

Job

.TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS.

J.

A. EDSON, Manager,
Denver Colo.

S. K. HOOPER,

custo-

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

Rock Island System
......RUNS
DAILY TRAINS

attention.

Blanks

TO THE NORTH AND EAST
"THE FASTEST EVER"

of all kinds on hand
mining, real estate

very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago or
phis and Principal Points.
K

Call on Agent for full Information
System, El Paso,

A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E.

nPlA
I I1W

The Latest
Type Faces
for cards, circulars,
letter heads, enva- lopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

2

..TO....

and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are

two-fifth-

Gen. PasBenger and Ticket Aeent. Denver

ii.'iii:n;uvn:yrni

mers given special

s

A. S. HUOHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
Denver, Colo.

THE

The Citizen Job
Office is prepared to
turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.
Mail orders for
out-of-to-

. . .

The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Reort. The only
line passing through Salt Lake City en route to Paclfi Coast.
Through Sleeping Car between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springe, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, 8an Franclco and Lo Angeles.
DINING CAR 8ERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH
TRAINS

Office

Col-one-

n

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE ft SANTA FE

. . .

3--

n

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN

Glen-woo-

I

lea-j?u- e

Grande System

THE POrULAlt LINE TO
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, Sin Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico

h

h

I

& Rio

Denver

j

Mem-

!

Texa.

TWICE EVERY WEEK

Ol

f rtfllC?
JUUUld

dreat Republican

The

Paper of America.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

r?

Almost equal to a Daily at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Correct Market Report. A variety of Interesting and Instructive reading- matter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
FREE.
-

e

We

THE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. St.Louls Mo.

Will Not
do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen
does.

o

A badge

of the
Burlington.

i

"For year and year a Burlington badge or a Burlington uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
or agent, ha stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of ths trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.
n,

e

e

TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.

Blank

TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.

Books
The CITIZEN is
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

Book
Binding
Books, magazines,
pamphlets, c a t a
logues, etc., bound
in any style lowest
rates. Satisfaction

s

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
6.

DENVER.

MM

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than
a

80 in Mexico City

--

guaranteed.

We
Never

Disappoint

W. VALLERY, General JA rent

3

This "Paris of Latin America" Is Situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and ths heat of the lower altitudes Is never
experienced.
Aiiuough not generally known summer Is the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mariana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nlgavs lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip undir
The White Umbrella."

W. D. MURDOCK,
A, Q. ft P. A., Mexico

W. 0. MEAD,
C. A., El Paso.
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The Mexican Central
Is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations
points in Mexico.
Call on or address,
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C. R. HUDSON,
Q. F. ft P. A,.Mexlco.
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W. H. HAHN

COAL DEALER

New Mexico Towns

Cerrllloe and Gallup Domestlo Lump
Coal, $5.00 per ton.
SANTA FE.
per to.
Anthracite Nut, $7-Anthracite, larger sizes,
7.75 per Prom the New Mexican.
ton.
Probate Clerk Celso Lopez is having
Wood and Kindling, all sites.
his office fixtures varnished and the
in the court house la receiving a
Yard and Office: 107 Eaet Railroad office
general cleaning up.
avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
Assessor Marcellne Ortiz will leave
Telephones:
Automatic, 418 and this evening for Cerrllloa and other
southern precincts to make assess267; Bell, 45.
ments. He will be gone about a week.
For the month of January, Col.
George W. Knaebel, collector of Santa
Fe county, paid to the territorial treasurer the sum of $334.50 and for the
month of February, $225.09.
207 Weet Gold Avenue.
Earl F. Sidehottom has resigned as
stenographer of the courts of the Fifth
judicial district, and has been succeeded by W. E. Baker.
Mr. Sidebottom
has gone to Alamogordo, where he will
prmtice law.
Charles C. Catron has returned from
a six wptks' tlip to the timber belts in
Washington and Oregon. He visited
that section for the purpose of locating
some thousands of acres of forest reserve script upon timber lands.
Foundr.tioi.s have been broken for
four brkk roltases on the Glorieta orchard on the Cerrillos road, near the
Deaf and Dumb asylum. The houses
have already bern rented and that beVVM. GOETTINQ & CO., Proprietors.
fore thry are built and It is said that
eight brick cottages could Just as
All kinds of Fresh Areata handled. easily have been rented even before
Sausage making a specialty.
the foundation was begun.
In the district court for Santa Fe
county. Judge John It. McFie presiding, and all court officers being present, Romulo Urban was tried on an
HOTEL CLAIRE...
indictment charging him with assault
SANTA FE, N. M
with intent to murder upon the person
of Tomas Montoya. He was found
FIRE . PROOF,
guilty, as charged, by the Jury. District
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, 8TEAM HEATED,
Attorney E. C. Abbott prosecuted the
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
case.
BATHS AND
8ANITARY
Danger of Colds and Grip,
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
The greatest danger from colds and
LARGE
ROOM
8AMPLE
grip is their resulting in pneumonia.
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
If reasonable care is used, however,
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
Cough Remedy
and Chamberlain's
PLAN
danger will be avoided.
all
taken,
GEO. E. ELLIS,
Among the tens of thousands who have
Proprietor and Owner.
used this remedy for these diseases we
have yet to learn of a single case resulting in pneumonia, which shows
conclusively "that it is a certain preJ.
ventative of that dangerous disease.
Dealer in
It will cure a cold or an attack of the
grip in less time than any other treatment. It is pleasant and safe to take.
For sale by all druggists.
50

The Union
Market

for

0o090itomomjooo

tKOee)0KeKeKeK)a
A. SKINNER

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

west Railroad avenue

eoe

FARMINGTON.
From the Hustler.
It seems to be a fad with the Indians
here of late, to see how many unique
figures of men or animals they can
8IMON BALLING, Proprietor.
,
work in Germantowns,
Successor to Balling Bros.
For ths past ifiVeral years the Navon the reservation did not have
Wedding : Oake : & : Specialty ajo
chOugh grass to feed their stock. This
We desire patronage, and we
year they will not have enough stock
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
to eat the grass.
207 8. First St.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Many fine Germantowns are now being brought in by the traders. Owing
to scarcity of native wool the Indians
are mostly at work on the merchant
yarn.
Elton McJunkin arrived from
the first part of the week with
several hundred pounds of Navajo
blankets and silverware, which he sold
to the San Juan Stores company.
Charles Cannell, who for the past
"37& West Railroad Avenue. year has occupied a position as bookkeeper for the Hyde Exploring Expedition, departs Monday for his old
MEN AND WOMEN. home at Monmouth, 111., where he exCm Biff CI for annttun pects
to remain.
di:liBrK.inflnimftlionf
IrriUtiuDi or ulceraiici
Our citizens have apparently been
at an nr An mamlirant
SaM MM I. tutelar.
too busy to take the time to formally
HI tVANS UHlMKAt WJ. seat Of poleoBOUB,
organize the Community Coal comSold bjr OrarslaU
pany. However, the stock is all sub,
or tent in plain wrapp
x
rigaVI lr eipreu. prepaid, lor scribed and the land in a measure se.00. ur I hot tin 4)2.75.
Tinl Circular
not oa rUMt. cured, so that the need of any particular hurry is unnecessary. When a
meeting is called it will be held at the
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

P

PIONEER BAKERY

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

I

,0--

A. D. JOHNSON
I

Have a Stock of New Eclipse Wind
Mills and Repairs on hand. Bring
Around Your Wagons.

LEAD

AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST
AND 8ECOND 8TREET8.

Auto 'Phone 308.

ALBUQUERQUE.

Q. Badaracco
Dealer in

General flerchandise and
Liquors
Proprietor of the Summer Carden
All Kinaa of Country Produce Bought
and Sold.
Goods Delivered Free to all Parts of
the City.

Sour
Stomach

No appetite, loss of strength,
nervousness, headache, constipation,
bad breath, general debility, sour risings, and catarrh of the stomach are
all duo to Indigestion. Kodol cures
Indigestion. This new discovery represents the natural Juices of digestion
as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonlo
and reconstructive properties. Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure Indigestion and dyspepsia, but this famous
remedy cures aJl stomach troubles by
cleansing, purifying, sweetening and
strengthening the mucous membranes
lining the stomach.

Corner of Third and Tijera
New Mexico
Albuquerque

THESouthARCADE
First Street
311

FRANK VAJO, Proprietor.

The oesi ot liquors served to pab
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything braa
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

r.

LIQUORS e CIGARS

We nandle everything .n uur line
Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & Williams
Louisville, Kentucky.

Ill

8. First

8t,

Kodol

DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
Gives Health to the Sick anal
Strength to the Weak.
Bottle only. J 1.00 SUe holding 2' Unxi

the trial tiM, which Hilt lur 50c
Frepu4 y I. 0. St Wirt Co., CUc.(.

Albuquerque, N. M. B. II. Brlggs & Co. and. S. Vann & Son

First National bank, where

considerable of the money is now on deposit.
One hundred and fifty Navajos are
at work on the new government ditch
Just west of town. As predicted. Agent
Shoemaker Is doing splendid work.
Hon. Granville
Pendleton writes

from Santa Fe stating immediate railroad prospects for San Juan county
look very bright.
1). W. Tlce completed his contract
yesterday in building a substantial new
flume for the North Farmlngton Ditch
company.
A. F. Stump will open a new kiln of
60,000 brick the first of the week.
From the Times.
William Fish, of the firm of Fish &
Rush, made a trip to Mancos the first
of the week to look after the lumber
for the flumes on the Independent
ditch, for which his firm has the contract. He got the mill to start up and
edge the lumber and stayed to see It
shipped. Teams have gone for the
lumber and work will boRin on the
flumes the first of next week.
S. E. Shoemaker and wife were in
town yesterday purchasing supplies
for the Navajo workers on the government ditch which is now being constructed.
There is every Indication that there
will be a surplus of hay In the valley
this spring and that prices will rule
lower In a month from now than at
present. We hear already of some $6
and $7 hay. Still the demand seems
to be quite active, as no less than
seven persons have called here to inquire about the hay we have been advertising.
More Riots.
Disturbances of strikers are not nearly as grave as an individual disorder of
the system. Overwork, loss of sleep,
nervous tension will be followed by
utter collapse, unless a reliable remedy
Is immediately
employed.
There's
nothing so efficient to cure disorders
of the liver or kidneys as Electric Bitters. It's a wonderful tonic, and effective nervine and the greatest all
around medicine for run down systems. It dispels nervousness, rheumatism and neuralgia and expels malaria
germs. Only 50c, and satisfaction
guaranteed by all druggists.
o

SILVER CITY.
From the Independent.
The new dam below town is nearlng
completion and promises to be all that
was expected by those constructing it.
Miss Carrie Whitehill, who has been
teaching on the Mimbres for the past
few months, has returned home for her
vacation.
!! hierchants and business men report the first three months of 1903 as
the most prosperous they have known
here for many years.
A. F. Witzel and wife came in from
Denver Sunday. They will make their
future home here, much to the delight
of their many friends here.
The appointment of R. M. Turner of
this city as district attorney for the
Seventh district, Grant and Sierra
counties, is one which must meet with
general approval.
All the telephones In town are receiving additional
crosspleces
for
wires. The number of new telephones
Is increasing daily, and the company
is doing splendid work.
The annual election of the officers of
the Episcopal guild has been held and
those elected were: President, Mrs. S.
M. Ashenfelter;
vice president, Mrs.
Jennie Brown; secretary, Mrs. H. A.
Owen; treasurer, Mrs. O. G. Myhre.
Henry Shultz, who for four years
has worked in the blacksmith shop of
Richard Mawson, in this city, died Saturday morning at 10 o'clock, being
afflicted with a cancer. He was 63
years of age and had been a resident
of Grant county for five years.
Col. D. C. Hobart returned home
Thursday from Santa Fe, where he
had been a prominent member of the
"third house" during the legislative assembly, and in which capacity he did
good work for Grant county and Silver
City, especially in the matter of the
appropriations.
Croup instantly relieved. Dr. Thomas'
Eclectric Oil. Perfectly safe. Never
fails. At any drug store.
ROSWELL.
From the Register.
"Doc" Sears, who went to the Philippine Islands in November, 1901, and
has spent most of the time In Manila,
returned last Friday and will remain
here, having had enough of that country. "Doc" has many friends here who
are glad to see him back.
On last Friday evening the Clerks'
union held their first smoker in their
rooms In the Goullleur block. There
was present a good representation of
the members of the organization, together with a number of invited
guests.
The death of Rolf Aye occurred Saturday morning at his home In Military
Heights. Mr. Aye came to Roswell
about two years ago from Grundy
Center, Iowa, where he was regarded
as one of the most prominent citizens
of the community.
I. N. Bailey, the veteran blacksmith
who formerly lived here, but for two
years has been at Hondo, Lincoln
county, has returned to locate here
again.
J. C. Hamilton went north on Monday's train to meet bis father and
mother and Mr. and Mrs. William
Hamilton, and his two sisters, Misses
Jean and Ethel Hamilton, who come
from Pittsburg, Pa., to make Roswell
their home. They will occupy the resi

dence west of the public school building, bought last week of G. S. and J. R.
EVERY PAQB OF THIS PAPER
Moore. They arrived here Wednesday
Is good reading, but the best of
evening, accompanied also by W. O.
them all is rage 3. That's where a
Hamilton, of Chicago, formerly of Rosyou will find cur ad.
well, and went out to J. C. Hamilton's
LION STORE.
home, northeast of town, where they
will remain until their furniture ar."-- n-Jjl
Boys W. L. Douglas $2.60 shoes-stron- gest
rives.
boys shoe In the world-m- ade
evening
nt the home of
On Saturday
w
box
calf or vlcl kid, at $2.50.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Gronsky occurred
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
the marriage of Miss Adrlenne Sha-plrWhen the cold wave flag is
f
weather is on the way. Winter
daughter of Mrs. Gronsky, to A. is here la earnest, and with itup,all reeling
Notice for Publication.
the miserable symptoms of Catarrh
Q. Schlauder, of Chicago.
(Homestead Entry No. 5343.)
return blinding headaches and neuralgia, thick mucous discharges
W. W. Akers, who is well known In from the nose and throat, a hacking cough and pain In
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Febthe chest, bad
Roswell, was married on March 8 to taste in the mouth, fetid breath, nausea and all that makes Catarrh the
ruary 20, 1903.
Miss Dora Dixon, of San Francisco.
most sickening and distrusting of all comolaints. It causes n feeling rf ner.
Notice Is hereby given thot the folloCol. George W. Stonoroad, whoso tonal defilement and mortification that keeps one nervous and anxious while wing-named
settler has filed notice
home has been at Jlcarilla for some in me company oi ouiers.
nt 1.1a llnnttrtn n wtnl'A Anil T f rt In
Manchester, Ta., March 6, 1601.
years, died there week before last from
In spite of all efforts to prevent it,
d
0,8
ta,.ni;
a paralytic stroke.
the filthy secretions and mucous matthe Probate
aooornpany this disease, each as Pro
that
ter find their way into the Stomach
maeus dropping in the throat, a eon- - Clerk of Valencia county, at Los
Rr.w or Inflamed Lungs
and are distributed by the blood to
tantdeelretohawkand eplt.fvellxiff Lunas, N. M., on April 1, 1903, Viz.:
Yield quickly to the wonderful cura- every nook and corner of the system;
of dryneis in the throat, cough and ' Juan Antonio Alderete for the E'4
tive and healing qualities of Foley's the Stomach and Kidneys, in fact
.mtcinir" nnnn
- riMinir
w in in. ninrn!n.
w, SEVi, Sec. 14, T. 8 N., R. 5 T
Honey and Tar. It prevents penumonia every organ and part of the body, becabs forming' In the nose, which reHe names tho following witnesses to
and consumption from a hard cold set- come infected with t'ae
somequired
muoh effort to blow out,
catarrhal
prove
his continuous residence upon
tled on the lungs. Alvarado Pharmacy. poison. This disease is
causingtimes
the note to bleed and
rarely, if ever,
o
leaving' me with a sick headache. Z and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
even
stages,
in
a
itsearliest
purely
local
LAS V EGAS.
Jesus Alderete, of Peralta, N. M.;
had thus suffered for five years.
disease or 6imple inflammation of the
S. 8. 8. and Seferino Alderete. of Peralta. N. II.:
I
commenced
to
take
nose and throat, and this iswhy sprays,
From the Record.
after I had taken three large bottles, Jesus Torres, of Peralta. N. m.: Tran- l.asara Sanchez died Saturday on washes, powders and the various inx noticea a cnange ror tne better. ' quillno Otero, of
Peralta, N. M.
the west side, of fever. The deceased haling mixtures fail to cure. Heredity
Thai encouraged, I continued to take
MANUEL. R. OTERO, Register.
was 60 years of nge and was burled Is sometimes back of it parents have
it and in a short while was entirely
eured.
JUDSON A. XtELLAV.
today.
it and so do their children.
Notice for Publication.
Main and Vine Bte., Richmond, Va.
1 year and
In the treatment of Catarrh, anti- Paullta Archuleta,
(Homestead Entry No. 4381.)
eeptic and soothing washes are good for cleansing purposes or clearing the
6 months, daughter "of Amhrosio ArDepartment of the Interior, Land Office
chuleta, died at Tccolote Saturday of neaa ana tnroac, dui mis is me extent ot uieir usefulness. To cure Catarrh
at Santa Fe, N. M., March 12, 1903:
blood
be
purified
must
permanently,
system
the
and
the
diphtheria and was buried today.
relieved of its load
Notice is hereby given that the fol
of
foul
remedy
and
secretions,
to
the
accomplish this is S. S. S. whtch has
Messrs. D. I. Williams, Thomas
settler has filed notice
no equal as a blood purifier. It restores lowing-nameStewart and Robert Ewing have been
the blood to a natural, healthy state and ot his intention to make final proof In
down from the Pecos park. Mr. Ewing
the catarrhal poison and effete matter support of .his claim, r.nd that said
has a map of the reserve showing
are carried out of the 6ystem through the proof will be made before the Clerk of
forty-twotrcams heading in that secproper channels. S. S. S. restores to the tho Probate Court at Albuquerque, N.
tion. He says that the road from
blood all its good qualities, and when M., on April 21, 1903, viz.: William II.
Santa Fe to Las Vegas will lie easily
rich, pure blood reaches the inflamed H. Allison, for the E'4 of NWV4, nd
built, at not to exceed thirty-fivmiles. membrane
is
through
and
carried
the
circulation to all the Catarrh infected lots 1 and 2, Sec. 19, T. 10 N., R 4 E.
Mrs. B. E. Marshall, territorial suHe names the fouowlng witnesses to
perintendent of the W. C. T. U., left portions of the body, they soon heal, the mucous discharges cease and the prove
his continuous residence upon
for Albuquerque today, to which city patient is relieved of the most offensive and humiliating of all complaints.
and
S.
S.
cultivation
S.
vegetable
remedy
is
a
of said land, viz.:
and
contains
nothing
could
that
injure
the
she goes to present the Demorest sil- most delicate
John W. Barnett, of Albuquerque, N.
constitntion. It cures Catarrh in its most aggravated forms,
ver medal to the successful contestant
and cases apparently incurable and hopeless. Write us if you have Catarrh, M.; Joseph F. Sulzer, of Albuquerque,
In the W. O. T. oratorical contest.
N. M.; William Hart, of Albuquerque,
and our physicians will advise you without charge.
The street railway company will
N. M.; Edward F. Weed, of AlbuquerTHE
SWIFT SPEOmO OO.. ATLANTA. OA. que, N. M.
take charge of the passenger traffic on
the hot springs line at 8 o'clock WedMANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
which
foil
Tuesday night and Wednes-- j
Go to the White Elephant for Muen- nesday morning, and will handle all
passengers for the springs from that iuy was an excellent tnmg ior our cnen iioiurau oeer.
fiult.
time on.
Electrical Works.
Conversations with several of our
The Mlilsite mining claim, situated
M. Nash, corner of Lead avenue and
have shown us
In the Mineral Hill district, has been leading orchardists
that they are unanimous In the opin-In- Second street, contractor and dealer
recorded by S. L. Fisher.
that fruit buds are more backward In all kinds of electrical appliances.
Miss Mary Hartley, who had been
spending a short vacation In Raton, now than at any other spring we have Electric door bells, chandallers and
A BOY,
has returned and resumed her duties bad save the one when we had the bo- fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans
A GIRL,
motors,
special
wiring.
and
Autoand
nanza fruit crop.
at Davis & Sydes' today.
A MAN,
All are confident of a good crop this matic 'phone 401.
A WOMAN,
o
year if nothing unforseen should hapFrom the Optic.
TO FIND ANYTHING,
Off
Don't
Send
pen.
Mrs. Emil Newhauser
crop
year,
good,
The
while
last
and father,
TO BUY ANYTHING,
X
We
Peter Clauden, departed for Genoa, was not heavy enough to exhaust the for children's sleeper,
TO 8ELL ANYTHING,
111., this afternoon.
Mrs. Newhauser tiees and with the favorable weather have a fine assortment and can 6ave
ss
TO RENT ANYTHING,
Is the widow of the late Emil New- we have had during the winter and you money and you see what you are
LOAN ANYTHING,
TO
getting.
our
display
window
See
this
prospects
crop,
spring
big
a
the
for
if
hauser, the Mora road ranchman, who
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
week. W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.
died recently. She will make her fu not a record breaker, are excellent.
X
ture home with her parents lu Illinois.. Farmlngton Times.
If you want anything on earth, X
C. E.
F.
A.
jonec,
Antonia Archuleta, the oldest resiConsulting: Mining Engineer
X put an ad In The Citizen and you X
So Sweet and Pleasing In Tastel
dent of northern New Mexico, died at
Field assistant U. 8. Geological Surrey X will be sure to get it.
X
street,
625
Lake
Peterson,
C.
Mrs.
Roclada last evening at the age of 103
Albuquerque, N. IA.
X
X
of Ballard's
years. Deceased came to this part of Topeka, Kan., speaking
Correspondence
solicited.
Horehound Syrup, says: "It has never
the country with the first settlers long failed to give entire satisfaction, and
X
X
before even Texas was a part of the of all cough remedies, it Is my favIt's Jurt as natural for us to
United States.
orite, and I must confess to my many
lead In varioty and value as It is
friends that it will do, and has done,
for others to follow.
A Physician Writes.
what Is claleied for it to jpeedlly
X
X
LION STORE.
"I am desirous of knowing if the pro- sure a cough or cold; and it Is so sweet
fession can obtain Herblne in bulk for and so pleasing in taste." 25c, 60c and
prescribing purposes? It has been of $1.00 bottle at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
.
great use to me in treating cases of
B. Ruppe.
Early spring styles of W. L. Douglas
ENNYRQYAL
dyspepsia brought on by excesses or
Every style is
shoes are at hand.
... itr'it-lit... r.: .hi. .JI'MUtk.1.1..
I
Clairvoyant.
overwork.
have never known it to
shown from the patent leather vlcl
MSl.l ISII
fail in restoring the organs affected,
Rev. Dr. Hough, clairvoyant and oc- dress shoe to the heavy box calf work-Inlb It.
fttl
BtrlkJU.
fe..
0I4
...
hU..
to their healthful activity." 60c bottle cult teacher, will give readings dally
Tk other. K tMj
at $3 and $3.60. Simon
l,l.r-ttnufealltUM wn4
Iti.t..
wnu to. In
at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. Ruppe. at No. 411 South Second street Pri- Stern,styles,
Hi? i,r .our Urucii-- t
tl.m.
p..i..
l..r
Railroad Avenue Clothier.
rtlenUra, Tc.i:.l.l ,
o
irfl
far
h, r.
Laal,"
given
"llrllf
tests,
vate
o
and
lectures
also;
Northrup-Jones- .
I urn Mull,
TMilBtiibi.l.
Fine Crockery.
I'aleaeslcrt hrlklt'..
'"""'"aiaaalo.ooo
A very quiet homo wedding took will teach and develop classes, readBtaattaa Ml.
Iraaara,
ft
A fine line of the celebrated Charles
place yesterday afternoon at the resi- ings $1 and $2. Call and see him.
Me,aken
other
noted
just
brands
by
and
Questions
$1.
mall
answered
dence of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Young, 215
received and you will be surprised to
o
Commerce street. The high contractW. L. Douglas shoes first spring see how cheaply you can buy them. W.
ing parties were Harry Northrup and
I
shipment has arrived many new V. Futrelle Furniture Co., corner SecMiss Grace Viola Jones, and a very
styleB
patent
In
vlcl
vlcl,
kid,
French
Gold
avenue.
street
ond
and
charming couple they made. EH Wick-soSIMON
and Mrs. A. L. Kirkpatrlck per- and box calf $3 and $3.50.Clothier,
FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
formed the duties of best man and STERN, Railroad oAvenue
of old papers, good for wrapping
bridesmaid respectively, while Judge
purposes, cheap. Address, The Citl
Imported beer at the White Elephant
H. S. Wooster performed the cere- -sen, Albucuerque. N. M.
received.
Just
?
mony in his usual impressive manner.
The wedding was of the quietest kind,
See the new Knox Pantourls hat.
only a very few of the most intimate comes in the light beaver color. The
friends of the family being present. swellest thing In the market. Simon
Have you a farm and do you
The Record Joins with their many Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS
l
wnt to trade It for a grocery 9
other friends in wishing them a long
5
j?
toref
LAND
SCRIP.
of
happiness.
life
8ole Agents for Lemp's Standard Beer.
By
scrip
use
so
land
of
called
the
The presents were numerous and
5 Have you a horse and do you a
title can be obtained to government
handsome and the dinner toothsome
L. KEPPELER, Proprietor.
CHAS.
want to exchange It for a 8
or
residence
land without cultivation
Las Vegas Record. .
213 South Cecond Street
plane?
thereon. All you need to do is to give
Dangers ot Pneumonia.
description and show the land to be
Have you a bicycle and do you
A cold at this time If neglected is lia- of the proper kind; we do the rest. By DEVOE'S READY -- MIXED PAIN
want to exchange It for a
ble to cause pneumonia which is so reason of the exhaustion of a supply
often fatal, and even when the patient which has been quite limited the price One Gallon Covers 300 Square Feet
"amera?
has recovered the lungs are weakened, is advancing. We have a small amount
TWO COATS.
making them peculiarly susceptible to yet
Have you a gun and do you
on hand to sell, that is fully guarof
consumption.
the development
want to trade It for a book,
In
estate,
real
also
anteed.
deal
We
Foley's Honey and Tar will stop the
caee'.'
7
cough, heal and strengthen the lungs loans and investments.
HUGO SEABERG, Springer. N. M.
and prevent penumonia.
Alvarado
Have you a wash boiler and do
o
Pharmacy.
you want to exchange It for
o
Notice of Forfeiture.
"The Kilties" Are Coming.
rugt
Territory of Arizona, County of CoCanada's famous Gordon Highland- chise, SB.
Have you a pair of skates and
ers, "The Kilties," are recognized as To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs and asCanada's peerless musical organization
tlo you want to trade them
signs:
and are certainly the most striking and
for a punching bagT
You are hereby notified that I have
uniquely costumed military corps that expended one hundred dollars ($100.00)
Have you a spring overcoat and
has ever toured America. The band in labor and Improvements upon the
do you want to exchange It
has played to thousands in 300 Ameri- "Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate in
can cities, creating everywhere a
for a baby carrlagef
Peralta Canon, Cochltl District, Bernafurore of enthusiasm, and, Judg- lillo Co., New Mexico, as will appear
Have you a stove and do you
ing by the great public interest which by certificate filed February 8, 1896, In
want to trade It for a refrlg.
nas been aroused, the audience at
Counof
of
tho recorder
the office
said
hall, March 28, wll be one of ty, in order to hold said premises uniratort
the largest and most cordial ever seen der the provisions of section 2324 ReHave you a dog and do you
in this city.
vised Statutes of the United States, bew&nt to exchange hlrr for a
required
to hold the
ing the amount
Working Overtime.
reosterf
Elt;ht hour laws are Ignored by those same for the year ending December 31, SEE THE PRICES. 8EE THE GOODS
tireless, little workers Dr. King's 1902.
Harnes
And if within ninety days from the
New Life Pills. Millions are always
$5.50 to $40.0u
wort
i costs Yon onig ic
at work, night and day, curing indiges- serving of this notice, you fail or reFarmers' Plow Harness, $7.50
tion, biliousness, constipation, sick fuse to contribute your proportion of
Saddlee
$5.25 to $55.00
In
headache and all stomach, liver and such expenditure, together with the
Cowboy 8addles, Leather, Dusbowel trouble. Kasy, pleasant, safe,
Fine
cost
of this publication, as a
sure. Only 25c at all druggists.
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc.
your interest in the said claim will bea
come the property of the subscriber un- Whips
Snow and Fruit.
15c to $1.50
At first glance the two appear to be der said section 2324.
very opposite and are hardly to be asDated March 19th, 1903.
Columns.
sociated. Howeier, we are informed
ALEX CONRAD,
by our fruit growers that the sikw
, Signature.
400 Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque OCS8BOC8raQ8MX83ClOOO
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Have You

n

Anything

To

Exchange

The North Pole Saloon

Printer's &uppues.

roof-liftin-

o

.BUI

i

The Daily Citizen

Thos F. Keleher

Want

THE

O00000000000

Charming Styles That Attract
Attention,

Sokosis Shoes

$3.50

Perfect fit That Pleases the
Most Particular.

r. Ri:kd's Snots

E.

Modest Trices That Suit the
Thrifty,

Brown's Own Maki:

$2.50

Substantial wear and comfort
that give satisfaction to the
purchaser. Patent Kid, Box
Calf or Vici Kid, light or
heavy soles, common sense,
Cuban or Trench heels.

Hamilton Brown's
Do.v.oi

A

S2.00

CANNED AND POTTED
MEATS AND FISH

arc always most desirable

for the
luncheou menu, when Inferior kinds
should Le shunned absolutely. At Bell's
only those brands of known superiority are kept, and if you get sardines,
salmon or any variety of canned food
you can rely upon it as being absolutely safe and wholesome.

fzC

i

tS

J. L. BELL & CO.

-

COPYRIGHT

.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second

St

..BOYS' SHOES..
MUST BE STURDY TO STAND THE RACKET THE ROMPING PLAY
INCIDENT TO THE TRIPS TO AND FROM SCHOOL.

OUR "76" SCHOOL SHOES
ARE MADE TO WITHSTAND THE HARDEST
AND STAUNCH, YET NOT CLUMSY.

KNOCKS;

STRONG

For dressy wear we can fit the boys with Mastiff Shoes that are neat
and trim la appearance.
AH kinds of good shoes at lowest prices.

Muensterman

Tm
Opposite Postoffice.

224 South Second

St

MONEY TO LOAN.

On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any
security; also househoM goods
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
good. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WH1TTEN. 114 Gold avenue.
good

WANTED Clean cotton rags for machine purposes at The Citizen office.
Price 4 cents per pouud.
o

OFFICIAL UNDERTAKtRS
Santa Fe Rail Road System
Modern

Ambulance Prompt
Service Day or Night.

0. W. STRONG & SONS,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Subscribe for The Citizen.
North Second St
Look Into Kleinwort's
marked on
BOTH PHONES.
North Third street He has the nicest
fresh meats In the city.
We are sole agents for Wheeler
Wlison tewing machines. Albert Fi
ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
McSPADDEN-SPRINGESee Joseph A. Blondln, manager
Aivarauo Trio, ror music ror recep- TRANSFER COMPANY
tions, muslcaies, etc. Headquarters at
Hall & Learnard's.
HAUL ANYTHING
We can give you Just as good values
Piano Moving a Specialty.
In men's, women's and children's stockings as we can in shoes, uur "Black
Colo. Phone 48
Cat" line of hosiery is unsurpassed as-t- Auto. Phone 297
wear, fit and fast colors. C. May's
Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West
Kodol
Railroad avenue.
201-21-

1

R

Dyspepsia Cure

Digests what you

cU.

"If you want to know what stylish men will wear this Season, ask
to see Stein Block nobby cloths."

Special Officer Ben Williams of the
Santa Ke went to La Junta last night.
n"f(l laundry girls want
Ten
work in a union laundry. Inquire at
this office.
A. W. Pollard, of
Representative
Luna county, Is In the city, en route to
California to enjoy a needed vacation.
Two carloads of wagon material was
received yesterday by the Whitney
company, wholesale and retail hard
ware dealers.
Prof. Charles Ford, a prominent mil
siclan of New York, is here visiting his
wife, who has been spending the win
ter In Albuquerque.
Mrs. Margaret Ross, of Chicago, Is
the new stenographer at the Alvarado,
Mrs. Ross finds there is plenty of
stenographic work around the hotel.
Twenty-fivdelinquents were Biied
for poll tax today. If you haven't paid
your's yet you had better call at the
office of Gross, Kelly & Co. or J. M.
Moore's cf!lce and pay it.
Secretary C. K. Durbin, of the Elec
tric Light and Power company, and K.
H. Russell, of the light plant at Tuc
son, Arizona, are looking over Albuquerque in a business way.
Andres Trujlllo, of Barelas, who was
arrested on three charges, assault with
words, nssault and battery and assault
with intent to rape, was tried before
Judge Borchert and was acquitted.
Juan Garcia, father of Mrs. Frank
A. Hubbell, has decided to build a resi
dence on the lots in the southwestern
part of the city now occupied by the
Albuqueique Tennis club's court. The
new house will be of modern architecture.
P. Masetti, formerly located at 911
South Second street, has moved his
place of business to the corner of
Fourth street and Mountain road. Mr.
Masetti runs a meat market and has
put In ft large line of fancy and staple
groceries.
Frank McKeehan. Chinese inspector
at Naco, Arizona, formerly chief dep
uty United States marshal of New
Mexico, passed through the city this
morning en route north. Mr. McKeehan was here a couple of hours and
met many old friends. He is well satis,
fled with his new position.
Geo. Arnot, manager of the local
house of Gross, Kelly & Co., returned
from Belen last night. He says things
are booming at the valley town and
business is good. The bridge across
the Rio Grande will be finished by
April and trains will be running out to
Abo canyon in three weeks.
Mrs. L. W. Owen, of Denver, organ
izer of "The International Sunshine
8ociety," who spoke so acceptably at
the Lead Avenue Methodist Episcopal
church last Sunday night, will again
make au address at the Lead Avenue
Methodist Episcopal church tonight.
Her subject will be "The Force of a
Sunbeam." No charge for admission.
The Spanish-AmericaWar Veter
ans met last night at Colonel Borra-daiie'- s
store, on Gold avenue, and installed the newly elected officers. The
proposed visit of Comrade President
Theodore Roosevelt was discussed and
plans toward meeting him were dis
cussed. Harman H. Wynkoop is the
new commander of Booth camp.
W. A. Hill, representing the Allen
Sheep Shearing company of Chicago,
passed through the city this morning
en route from Phoenix, Arizona, to
Idaho, where he has a contract for
shearing a large number of sheep. He
has just finished clipping 100.000 head
of sheep in Arizona. Mr. Allen was in
Albuquerque a year ago last fair and
demonstrated what the Allen sheep
shearing machine could do.
n

Don't Hesitate!

V

'

'

Everyone knows that the Stein
Block Co. make the finest ready-to-weSuits and Overcoats on
the market They are tailored by
hand cut by expert cutters-h- ave
more style and Individuality than most custom made garments
worsteds,
Cassimeres
and cheviots

918.00 to925.00

Mew Line of Mother'
rrlend Boys Waist end

Shirt.

E. L. WASHBURN

lo pastry

THE.

MX

NEWEST!
SOCIETY MEETINGS

the Baptist church will
meet for work at the residence of Mrs.

VJHY

D. H. Cams,

524 West Gold avenue,
tomorrow afternoon, nt 2:30 o'clock.

are Hall & Learnard in a position to give the best
quality and values in the southwest? Twelve
has taught them how to buy at the greatest discounts (quality coasidered) offered dealers who
buy for cash and in carload lots.
years-experienc-

Mrs. Rummel will give a tea Thursday afternoon at 2:30 for the benefit
of the Ladies' Aid society of the Lead

Avenue Methodist Episcopal church.
All are cordially Invited.

ANOTHER CAR LOAD

There will be a meeting of the Ladies' Missionary society of the Congregational church in the pastor's study,
Thursday afternoon, March 20, at 2:30
o'clock. All members are urged to be
present, as business of Importance will
be

of the

e
Chickering Bros. Pianos just received. Prospective piano purchasers and lovers ef
music are invited to call and inspect them.

& LEARNARD
HALL
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS

POP

Bartenders Organize.
The bartenders of the city, who organized a con pi 3 of weeks ago, received their charter yesterday, and last
eenin,! a meeting was held at which
the or.ler effected a permanent organ!-zr.tloand elected ofllccrs, which are
as follows: T. S. Kline, of the Club,
president; Lou Schoentcker, of the
White Elephant, financial secretary;
Billy Berry, of the Cabinet, recording
secretary; Johnny Morton, of Graham
Bios., sergeant at arms; Henry
of Sturges', treasurer; Messrs.
Case, Wendell end llidleberger, trus-

ALBUQUERQUE,

II

n

Fa-he-

kJ

1

kak, hUMa a

riicmr C,

The next regular meeting will be
held Friday evening,
hen delegates
to the Central Labor union will be selected.

(b) Chonson du Berceu
Sans Toi
Piano Valse, op. 34, No.

....

Hauser
D'Hardelot

Vocal

1

OTERO signs the OSTEOPATHIC BILL.
introduced by Doctor Conner of this city, permitting to Graduates of recognized Osteopathic colleges to practice in New Mexico.
The legal fight is over and Dr. Conner will still be found in his office for
the practice of Osleopatby medicine and Surgery.

-

Have you seen the "New-port?" It's a three-buttosack
suit that has hit the fancy of the
smart dressers. The young fellows like it particularly, and we
know a number who don't deserve to be classed as young
who are wearing It, too. It Is a
handsome style, but it is only
one of the many we are ready to
show you.

Specialty Osteopathy

f

n

F THE

MARKETS

LIVESTOCK

MARKETS.

Chicago.

Chicago, March 25 The cattle market is slow and 10c lower. Good to
prime steers, $5.00(g5.60; poor to medium, $3.754.oo; stockers and feeders, $2.754.25;
cows, fl.604.60;
heifers, 2.504.75; canners,
1.50
2.75; bulls, $2.2504.40; calves, $3.00
7.00; Texas fed steers, $4.005.60.
Sheep Market steady.
Good to
choice, $5.005.60; fair to choice
mixed, $4.555.00; western sheep,
$5.256.50; native lambs, $5.25
7.70; western lambs, $5.507.75.

E. J. POST & CO.
HARDWARE

....PRICE RANGE....
ALL BTYLEm

Best Grades...

01 0 to Q20

Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose

Kansas City.
Kansas City, March 25. Cattle
Market steady to lower.
Native
steers, $3.255.50; Texas and Indian
steers, $3.504.40; Texas cows, $3.00
3.25; native cows and heifers, $1.60
4.40; stockers and feeders, $3.00
4.50; bulls, $3.004.50; calves, $3.00
3.75;
western steers, $3.003.50;
western cows, $1.903.95.
Sheep
Receipts, . 3,000.
Market
3T3TBT5T5T
steady. Muttons, $3.806.00; lamlis,
For good goods and reasonable
$4.007.25; range wethers, $3.50
6.00; ewes, $3.755.90.
prices come to us. D. Welller & Co.

SIMON
STERN

Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes

CLOTHIER

A COHPLETE

LINE OF
GARDEN TOOLS.

o
A Grand Concert.
Professor Di Mauro has made the

GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.

ar
Chicago, March 25. The following
rangements necessary to give a great
were the quotations at the close of the
concert on the 14th of April In the Co
market today:
Wheat May, 72
July, lombo hall. The grand orchestra of
727,c;
twelve pieces will furnish the music
70c.
and the singing will be by the best
Corn March, 41c; May, Aic.
talent In the city. It Is expected that
March,
May, 324c.
Oats
the public in general, and the people
Pork May, $17.95; July, $17.15.
of this city, will be entirely satisfied
Lard May, $10.10; July, $9.82V4-RibMay, $9.824 9.85; July, $9.50 with the above concert

M ititemiltloimS

Slc;

As the result of a bargain purchase,
we can offer you four straight ten
cents.
cent cigars for twenty-fiv- e

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.

This certifies that we make daily
scientific, whole wheat, graham and
oatmeal bread; Tuesdays and Thursdays, salt rlElng bread; Saturdays,
Boston brown bread and baked beans;
choice cakes, pies, cookies and dough
nuts made daily, and to order. Fresh
fruit cake now on hand. Those who
wish genuine home cooking can have
the same by buying from the
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
323 South Second street, Bell 'Phone
A15.

We have tancy ana oiaple groceries
galore. Perfect health Is sustained by
perfect food. We buy our goods fresh.
consequently our customers get fresh
goods. D. Welller & Co.

Fine Goods

4 for 25 cento
dear Havana

Spring suits of superior quality and
superior workmanship. A picked show
Money Market
New York, March 25 Money on call ing of the best products of the season.
steady at
per cent; prime mercan- The very latest novelties In the finest
per cent. Silver, grades of pure wool cassimeres and
tile paper.

Postal Pharmacy

5i

5C

Mowekowskl 48.
The soloists are John Douglas Walk
FOR TREES, VINES, ETC.,
er, tenor; Mrs. Mabel Stevens-Hlmoe- ,
See Whlieonib, Eighth and Tijeras.
pianist; Robert T. Blair, violinist;
Miss Florence Sinclair Chapln, reader;
HONEY.
Mrs. John DougUs Walker, accompanA
can of the best extracted
ist.
honey for $4 00; 13 pounds for $1.00
W. P. Allen, P. O. Box 202.
Fished from a Sewer.
Street Commissioner Martin Tierney
Our stock of ollveB, preserves, pick
today flhhed out of a sewer manhole a les and table relishes are the finest to
specimen of firearms not much in evi be found anywhere. 1). W. Welller &
dence these day3. It is a single barrel Co.
muzzle loading pistol. It U about a
SIMON STERN'S REGISTER OF
foot long and ve.y rusty, showing that
SPRING ARRIVALS.
it has been in the water some time.
MEN'S SUITS FOR EASTER.
The stock is enforced with brass and
KNOX HATS SOFT AND STIFF
marked "J. C," the "J." upside down
TIG EH HATS SOFT AND STIFF.
It would be a valuable addition to any
HANAN & SON'S SHOES.
collection of antique fire arms.
W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES.
The Home Missiou society will give
TIES AND HOSIERY FOR EASTER
public
library
concert
at
the
a flower
SIMON STERN.
hall on Thursday. April 16. Come and
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
hear the flowers sing.
We have no competition on our line
of teas and coffees. U. Welller & Co.

M. M.

GOVERNOR

ters.

St. Louis.
The Best Musical Talent of the City
St. Louis, March 25. Wool Lower;
Will Appear in the Concert
territory and western mediums, 15
Tonight
The following excellent program 17c; fine, lllCc; coarse, 1215c.
will bo given at the Santa Fe Pacific
STOCKS, MONEY AND METAL.
reading rooms tonight:
New York, March 25. The following
Violin Traumerl
Schumann
were the quotations of the New York
Vocal
Hawley stock market at the close of today:
(a) A Rose Fable
81
(b) Loch Lomond
Old Scotch Atchison
97
Reading How the Children Entertain Atchison, preferred
New York Central
135V4
ed the Bishop.
Pennsylvania
145
Piano
1624
(a) Fruhlingsrans Chen .... Sinding Southern Pacific
90
Llebling Union Pacific
(b) Serenade
90 V4
Union Pacific, preferred
Short Musical Talk.
36
Reading An Eastern Symbol. .Stuart United States Steel
United States Steel, preferred... 86
Violin
(a) La Cinquantalne
e

high-rad-

transacted.

WOOL MARKET.

EXCELLENT PROGRAM.

OF CONSIDERATION

WORTHY

A
The ladles of

s

r. u.

Dental Surgeon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
block. Both 'phones.
W. V. Woivin.

Gabrlet-Mari-

'

v

e

$3.00

.si.2JL.fi.iaiait4t.a,ta.ta.f.aAt--

K adds anewdelight

PARAGRAPHS

LOCAL

SHOES FOR WOMEN

ALBDQtlERQLE DAILY CITIZEN WEDNESDAY MARCH 25 1903

DeWitt's SM Sa.ve
For Piles, Burns, Sores.

pure worsted cheviots. The biggest
stock of clothing ever brought to the
territory. Call around and let us show
SIMON STERN,
you.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

Have You Seen That Case of

AN ACKNOWLEDGED FACT.

farther
Cerrillos lump goes
than any other coal, but costs the
same. $5 per ton. Hahn.

Fine Mechanical Tools

one-thir-

MONEYIOLOANJl
On diamonds, watches

or any

good

security. Great bargains In watches
of every description.
A. H. YANOW
209 South Second street, a few doors
north of postoffice.

Lessons on the Piano
Also

Spanish Taught
sonable.

BlliS.

420

J. J.

Terms

Rea-

RYAN

North First street, Albuquerque.

WrAQ
starrett'&- -

mm
if

t?

in

Our Window

We Also Curry a Larg Stock of

Carpenters' Tools
and

Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE,

